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IUSTORICAL SKETCH 

The Egyptians, "a club for the discussion of scientific, religious, 
economic, and other topics pertaining to the welfare, culture and 
happiness of the people," was organized at a meeting of fifteen 
men held in the home of the late A. S. Caldwell on June 21, 1913. 
These men had been meeting as an unorganized group since 1911. 
The fifteen founders were: Charles N. Burch, A. S. Caldwell, J. 
B. Cannon, Elias Gates, Charles J. Haase, E. M. Markham, C. P. J. 
Mooney, Sanford Morison, J. Craik Morris, A. B. Pittman, J. W. 
Rowlett, A. Y. Scott, Bolton Smith, B. F. Turner and J. C. Wilson. 

Before the organization was completed, fifteen others were en
rolled as charter members, namely: Albert W. Biggs, E. C. Ellett, 
W. H. Fjneshriber, J. R. Flippin, Thomas F. Gailor, Marcus 
Haase, Herman Katz, James P. Kranz, Walter Malone, R. B. 
Maury, H. Dent Minor, A. E. Morgan, Israel Peres, Alfred H. 
Stone and Luke E. Wright. 

The name chosen for the organization was proposed by W. H. 
Fineshriber. The fact that ancient Memphis was in Egypt sug
gested the name. The by-laws stated that the membership should 
"consist of not more than thirty-three men of recognized standing, 
ability and influence in Memphis and Shelby County, T ennessee." 
It was further stated that members were to present their con
tributions in the form of papers and that all papers were to be 
issued in printed form. This clause has resulted in the largest and 
most significant literary production of a general nature ever 
made by any group of Memphians. 

From the beginning, The Egyptians were guarded against in
ternal friction by a constitutional provision that "no resolution 
shall ever be passed committing the club as a body to any proposi
tion." The club is unique in the unwritten law that its name is 
not to appear in the press in any connection. 
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POINT IV 
ACT OF INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

By CHARLES G. HENRY 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs," Oct. 16, 1952) 

The United States government has been spending billions 
of dollars for foreign aid and as tax payers, we are all inter
ested in the way the money is being expended and the reasons 
for it. 

This paper is being written while we are having a war in 
Korea-while we have large armies stationed in Europe, our 
navy scattered over the oceans, our large air forces carefully 
placed over the world, and all our war industries at home 
working at capacity under the possibility of another war. We 
are also in the midst of a Presidential election campaign 
where our foreign policies are the main issues. 

The Act for International Development generally called 
Point IV is very different from the other American activities 
abroad and I think in order to evaluate this, an outline of the 
other foreign aid laws and activities since the beginning of 
War No. 2 would be helpful and interesting. 

All of these laws are more or less continuous and mixed 
up together. There is a difference also between appropriations 
by Congress and the amounts of money expended, so I do not 
pretend that these figures are entirely accurate. Neither am I 
trying to disapprove or defend them. 

LEND LEASE 

In 1941, at the beginning of the War, Congress passed the 
Lend Lease Act which is cited as an Act to Promote the 
Defense of the United States. This Act appropriated 28 billion 
dollars payable in five annual payments. In addition to that 
cash we authorized and instructed the United States Army 
and Navy to furnish other aid which amounted to about 
35 billion dollars by the end of the war. About 24 billion of 
cash and supplies went to England and 11 billion to Russia. 
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About fifty percent of this was used for ammumtwn and 
ships, about fifteen percent for agricultural products and the 
balance for fuel supplies and services. These expenditures 
are outside of our own war operations and expenses. The 
name Lend Lease is not very appropriate because practically 
none of it has been returned. 

UNITED NATIONS 

In the Spring of 1945, at the close of the war, fifty 
nations met in San Francisco and organized and signed the 
Charter of the United Nations with this preamble of their 
aims and ideals: 

We the people of the United Nations determined 

1-to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war 
which twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to 
mankind, and 

2- to reaffirm -faith in fundamental human rights, in the 
dignity of worth of the human person, in the equal rights 
of men and women and of nations large and small, and 

3-to establish conditions under which justice and respect for 
the obligations arising from treaties and other sources of 
international law can be maintained, and 

4-to promote social progress and better standards of life in 
larger freedom, and 

For these ends we agree 

1-to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one 

another as good neighbors, and 

2- to unite our strength to maintain international peace and 
security and to insure by the acceptance of principals, and 
the institution of methods that armed forces shall not be 
used save in the common interest, and 

3-to employ international machinery for the promotion of 
the economic and social advancement of all people. 

In addition to the General Assembly, the work and pur
poses of the organization is carried on by various councils 
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and committees such as:-

The Security Council 

Economic and Social Council 

International Court of" Justice 

Food and Agricultural Organization 

Educational and Scientific Organization 

International Civil Aviation 

International Bank 

International Postal Union 

International Radio & Communication Union 

International World Health 

International Trade Organization 

Russia, although a member, has constantly been blocking 
progress and action, but the ~rganization is set up and func
tioning. 

President Truman said this last year: "The United Na
tions is the best means we have for deciding what is right and 
what is wrong between Nations. Nothing is more important, 
if mankind is to overcome the barbarous doctrine that might 
makes right. Our best chance of keeping the peace and stay
ing free is for nations that believe in freedom to stick to
gether and to build their strength together. This is what we 
call collective security. I think we have made a lot of Prog
ress." 

FOREIGN AID ACT 

Following the organization of the United Nations, in 
February, 1947, Congress appropriated 350 million dollars for 
a general relief measure to be used by the President wherever 
it was thought best to help world conditions. 

Later in l947 Congress passed what is known as the 
Foreign Aid Act to provide immediate aid for the people of 
Austria, France, Italy and China. 590 million dollars was ap
propriated to furnish food and supplies and general rehabili
tation to those nations. 
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Immediately following this, Congress passed another ap
propriation of 400 million dollars to aid Greece and Turkey 
who were being menaced by Russia. The money was to be 
spent for general rehabilitation and include military pre
paredness. 

l\'IARSHALL PLAN OR FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT 

In June 194 7, General George Marshall, then Secretary 
of State, in an address at Harvard College, advocated that the 
United States should do whatever we were able to do to assist 
in the return of the normal economic health of the world, 
without which, there is no political stability and no assurance 
of peace. But he stated before we can proceed further in our 
efforts to help the European world on their way to recovery, 
there must be an agreement among the nations of Europe on 
their requirements and the part they would play to give ef
fect to whatever action we undertake. 

Our policy should not be directed against any country or 
doctrine, but against hunger, poverty and chaos. Its purpose 
would be to revive the working economy of the world. 

His suggestion brought about a conference in Paris, Sep
tember 1947, but the Russian Ambassador walked out and 
forbade the Satellite countries to join in the program. 

The warlike attitude of Russia had steadily become more 
dangerous and evident, and twenty-two nations of Europe met 
and created the Organization of European Economic Co
operation ( 0 EEC) . 

Meanwhile Congress studied and approved the idea and 
in April 1948 passed the Foreign Assistance Act which is 
known as the Marshall Act and the Economic Cooperative 
Administration was created and Paul G. Hoffman was ap
pointed administrator. 

Purposes of the law as stated are:-

1-Promote. industrial and agricultural production in the 
participating countries. 
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2-To further the restoration or maintenance of the sound
ness of European currencies, budgets and finances. 

3-Facilitate and stimulate the growth of international trade 
of participating countries with one another and with other 
countries. 

While we talk about economic help, we have constantly 

in mind that this help we are giving is to prepare them to de
fend themselves from an attack by Russia in which we, of 

course, are interested. 

The Act expired July 1952 and 4 billion 300 million dol
lars was appropriated for the first year and the total cost has 
been about 13 billion dollars. 

The basic objective of the program was summarized by 
the Boston Globe as follows:-

"These changes which the Europeans were trying to work 
out represent the most gigantic planned revolution in world 
history. A super retooling job of a plant that spreads from the 
Arctic Circle to the Mediterranean and from the Iron Cur
tain to the British Isles. It is more than a revolution in terms 
of factories, machinery and currencies, it is an attempt to 
carve out a new freer way of life." 

NORTH ATLANTIO TREATY 

In April 1949, while the Marshall Act was in force 
and operation the United States entered into a solemn treaty 
agreement with ten nations of Europe and with Canada in 
what is known as the North Atlantic Treaty, abbreviated 
NATO. 

These twelve nations undertake to exercise their right of 
individual or collective self defense against armed attack. The 
treaty makes clear the determination of the people of the 
United States and of our neighbors of the North Atlantic 
community to do their utmost to maintain peace with justice, 
~nd take such action as they may deem necessary if the peace 
Is broken. The treaty shall be in force for twenty years. 
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The obligations undertaken are:-

1-To maintain and develop separately and jointly and by 
means of continuous and effective self help and mutual 
aid the individual and collective capacity of the parties 
to resist armed attack. 

2-To consult whenever in the opinion of any of the parties 
the territorial integrity and political independence or se
curity of any of them is threatened. 

3-To consider an armed attack upon any of the parties in 
the North Atlantic area an attack against them all. 

4-In the event of such an attack to take forthwith individually 
and in concert with the other parties such action as the 
United States deems necessary, including the use of armed 
force to restore and maintain the security of the North 
Atlantic area. 

The primary object of the treaty is to contribute to the 
maintenance of peace by making clear the determination of 
the parties collectively to resist armed attack upon any of 
them. 

The treaty in letter and spirit is purely defensive. It is 
directed against no one, it is directed solely against aggression. 

Carrying out our obligations in this treaty we are now 
maintaining immense armies at various points in Europe. 
Many large and complete air force bases in England, Africa 
and on the continents, and a large part of our navy in Euro
pean waters. 

Each of the other Nations have agreed to create and 
maintain definite sized armed forces and these were until 
recently all under the command of General Eisenhower. 

January 20, 1949, President Truman, in his inaugural 
address, first presented the philosophy and policies of Point 
IV, said:-

"Fourth-we must embark on a bold new program for 
making the · benefits of our scientific advances and industrial 
progress available for the improvement and growth of under-
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developed areas. More than half the people of the world are 
living in conditions approaching misery. 

I believe we should make available to peace-loving peo
ple the benefits of our store of technical knowledge in order 
to help them realize their aspiratio'ns for a better life. 

Our aim should be to help the free peoples of the world 
through their own efforts to produce more food, more clothing, 
more materials for housing, and more mechanical power to 
lighten their burdens. Such new economic developments 
must be devised and controlled to benefit the people of the 
areas in which they are established. Greater production is the 
key to prosperity and peace and the key to production is a 
wider and more vigorous application of modern scientific 
and technical knowledge." 

ECONOMIC COOPERATIVE ACT OF 195o-PUBLIC LAW 535 

Following the wishes of the President, Congress in June 
1950 passed what is known as the Economic Cooperative Act 
of 1950. This is really just a continuation and broadening of 
the Marshall Act of 1948. It is planned to continue economic 
aid not only to Europe but to China, Palestine and other 
parts of the world, to continue aid for stabilization of foreign 
currencies, and provide for our continued participation in the 
United Nations and other purposes. 

ACT FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Included in this Act under title IV is what is now called 
Point IV or the Act for International Development which fol
lows out the suggestions in the President's address. 

Congress finds that the peoples of the United States and 
other nations have-

1-A common interest in the freedom and in the economic 
and social progress of all peoples. Such progress can fur
ther _the secure growth of democratic ways of life, the ex
panswn of mutually beneficial commerce, the development 
of international understanding and good will and the 
maintenance of world peace. 
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2-The efforts of the people living in economically under
developed areas of the world to realize their full capabilities 
and develop their resources can be furthered through the 
cooperative endeavor of all nations to exchange technical 
knowledge and skills and to encourage the flow of in
vestment capital. 

3-Technical assistance and capital investment can make 
maximum contribution to . economic deveiopment only 
where there is understanding of the mutual advantages of 
such assistance and where there is confidence of fair and 
reasonable treatment by both countries. 

It is declared to be the policy of the United States to

l-Aid these peoples where such assistance can effectively 
contribute to raising the standard of living and create new 

sources of wealth. 

2-All agencies of the United States Government shall review 
and make recommendations where requests for aid are 
made and investigate fully the possibilities of meeting the 
requirements of this Act. 

The administrators are advised and instructed to work 
with the United Nations and other international agencies or 
commissions in planning or financing work designed to carry 
out the purposes of this Act and their programs are very 
broad and liberal. 

Assistance shall be available only when the country being 
assisted-

l~Pays a fair share of the cost of program. 

2-Provides all necessary information and gives the program 
full publicity. 

3-Seeks to the maximum extent full cooperation for the 

technical programs. 

4-Endeav€>rs to make effective use of the result of the pro
gram. 
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5-Cooperate with other countries participating in the pro
gram in the mutual exchange of technical knowledge and 
skills. 

ADVISORY BOARD 

The President shall create an advisory board of thirteen 
members who shall be broadly representative of business, 
labor, agriculture, public health and education, and who shall 
work with the President and administrator to carry out the 
purposes of the Act. 

ADMINISTRATOR 

The President shall also appoint by and with consent of 
the Senate an administrator of the Act who shall be respon
sible for planning and managing the program. He shall draw 
a salary not in excess of 15 thousand dollars per annum. 

All employees in this and foreign countries shall come 
under the Civil Service and Foreign Service Acts. 

To carry out the first years' activities the sum of 35 mil
lion dollars is appropriated. 

This is a bare and short outline of the law. 

ADVISORY BOARD 

In November 1950 the President appointed this Board 
to be known as the Advisory Board of the Act for Interna
tional Development with Nelson Rockefeller as Chairman. 
Other members were Harvey Firestone, Jr., Clarence Poe, 
Jas. W. Gerard and nine other members, all prominent, suc
cessful leaders of the business and educational world. 

He asked them to make a full and complete study and 
try to report back to him by February 1951 their findings. 

The Board organized immediately and called in as con
sultants the services of seventeen of the top research authori
ties and economists of the country, and also a high class 
working staff drafted from industry. 

These men, in March 1951, made a report of about one 
hundred printed pages covering conditions over the world 
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and made a number of recommendations. Very briefly I give 
you some of their findings : 

REPORT 
We peoples who are still free face two main threats. One 

is military aggressions and subversion. The other is hunger, 
poverty, disease and illiter;cy. 

The 1 billion 75 million inhabitants of the so-called 
under-developed areas outnumber the population of either the 
highly industrialized nations or the area controlled by the 
Soviet Imperialism. 

Under Soviet control now live 7 50 million people, 
roughly one-third of the world's population. 

The production of the free world today is not sufficient 
to meet both the human and defense needs of its people. 

The issue really is one of economic development versus 
economic subversion. 

Our economic policy must seek to strengthen the ties of 
cooperation which band free people together and it must be 
global embracing every part of the world. 

With only 6% of world's population 7% of its area, 
the United States accounts roughly for half of the world's 
industrial output. Of all the important items which are of suf
ficient military importance to be included in our stockpiles, 
73 % in value are drawn from these undeveloped areas. 
With critical shortages developing rapidly a quickened pro
duction of materials in these areas is of major importance. 

In offering to work in partnership with all who seek to 
forward their freedom there can be no thought of imposing 
our institutions upon other peoples. 

So much is said in this report of economic development 
to defense that perhaps this should be stressed: -Even if there 
were no threats of aggression in the world or no danger of 
subversion, . a world-wide task of economical and social de
velopment would still remain. 
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Roughly 500 million people in the under-developed coun
tries have won their national independence since the end of 
the last war. In all these countries the pent up discontents 
of past generations are breaking through in demands for bet
ter living. Yet in many of these lands population is rising 
more rapidly than production. These new governments are 
inexperienced in the arts of governing and are suspicious and 
resentful of outside aid. The problem of constructing a last
ing peace is not one of preserving an existing order in the 
world, but of building a new structure in which all nations 
can work together and exchange their skills, labor and capital 
to mutual benefit. 

Social patterns established over centuries are slow to 
change. The apathy that accompanies malnutrition and ill 
health is harder to overcome than the causes which produce 
it. What is important is that we do now what can be done 
with means available. 

Freedom has little meaning to a man who is starving. 

In many regions half of all children do not live to the 
sixth year and the average life span is less than half that of 
developed areas. There is no country in these areas in which 
food production could not be raised appreciably through 
simple improvements in agricultural methods and equipment, 
or the wider use of fertilizers . 

In essence, the Advisory Board sees economic develop
ment as a people to people program. The cause of progress 
and self-government has a lways been the cause of the United 
States and if we remain true to our ideals we should use our 
resources to help these undeveloped peoples. 

They recommend that the President appoint as adminis
trator a man of proven administrative ability with vision and 
understanding. The Administrator should be made a member 
of the National Security Council, and of the National Coun
cil of International Finance & Monetary Policy and be made 
a director of the Export & Import Bank. All of this with the 
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thought that all the government agencies now engaged in 
foreign aid programs should be brought together. 

APPOINTMENT OF COMl"diSSION 

Immediately after this Committee report, the President 
appointed as Commissioner, Dr. H. G. Bennett, President of 
the A & M College of Stillwater, Oklahoma. He was a promi
nent agricultural educator and a successful farmer. Un
fortunately he and his wife and four of his staff were killed 
last December in an airplane crash in Iran. Since then the 
President has appointed Colonel Stanley Andrews, formerly 
of Little Rock, to this position. Both these men are favorably 
and well known in Memphis agricultural circles. 

In an interview after his appointment, Andrews said the 
Point IV program is a patient, hard task of working close to 
the people to improve the things closest to them, their health 
and food supply. He compared their work to the County Agri
cultural Agent System in this country. 

The basic philosophy in Washington behind this move
ment is that hungry, starving, undernourished peoples will 
accept any kind of political government which promises them 
food and relief, and that the only way to abolish hunger and 
starvation is to increase production. 

Increasing production does not mean just food and fiber. 
It carries with it the development of water power, drainage, 
mining resources, fisheries, transportation, and all the things 
which will give people employment and income to provide for 
their welfare. 

MALTHUSIAN THEORY 

For centuries people have lived at what is called sub
sistence level. That is, when crops were good a majority of 
the people had enough food, but in years when crops were 
bad, most people went hungry much of the time and many 
died from malnutrition and starvation. People accepted that 
and thoug'bt nothing could be done about it. About the close 
of the Eighteenth Century a learned English Clergyman 
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named Thos. R. Malthus evolved his famous laws of popula
tion known as Malthusian Theory. 

His essays on the Principals of population was the first 
intelligent message of hope to free the world of hunger and 
poverty. He knew food was necessary for survival, but he 
also knew about the law of diminishing returns. That is, two 
men on a piece of land cannot raise twice as much as one, or 
that fo~r men could not raise twice as much as two men. In 
his world there were many births but also many deaths and 
the population did not increase very fast. He found however, 
that in new settlements of unpopulated regions like America, 
land was plentiful, food abundant, few diseases from mal
nutrition, children survived to maturity and population grew 
rapidly. 

After years of study he made these broad generaliza
tions:-

Everywhere population, if not restricted by lack of food 
or otherwise increases in geometric ratio every 15 to 25 
years. 

And because of the law of diminishing returns, lack of 
new arable land, non-feasibility of increasing average crop 
yields, it would be impossible to make food supply necessary. 

Therefore the high birth rate existing would reduce the 
people to misery. 

Famine, pestilence and war were checks but not enough, 
and he advocated a preventive check on population by lower
ing the birth rate. He asked for prevention of early and im
provident marriages and practice of moral restraint. Natural
ly, he was misunderstood and denounced and reviled even bv 
his own people. He was not optimistic about necessary pr~
duction of food. 

There are still many believers in Malthusian Theory who 
think famine, war and pestilence bring about an inevitable 
and desirable leveling of populations and will continue until 
man quits wasting his resources or puts a check to his happy-
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go-lucky procreation. A prominent author and economist re
cently wrote that if the United States had spent 2 billion 
dollars developing a cheaper, dependable contraceptive in

stead of the Atom Bomb it would have contributed more to 
our national security and promoted a rising living standard 

for the entire world. 

NEW THEORY 

A new and startling fact now presented to the world by 
a group of scientists is that the overpopulation theory is the 

exact opposite of the truth. On the contrary, as strange as it 
may seem, it is hunger which causes too much population. 
Evidence indicates that hunger actually breeds more babies 

and that the undernourished reproduce faster than the well 
fed. In the world's starvation areas there are too many people 

because there is not enough to eat-not vice versa. 

This rather startling statement has been issued and has 

the approval of the United Nation's Committee on Food & 
Agriculture which is composed of the top experts on nutri
tion of the leading nations of the world. Dr. J. D. Castro of 

Brazil, who is Chairman of this Committee, is leading the 
presentation of this theory to the world as the cause of famine 
and malnutrition. 

The research and experiments of many scientists in the 
world since World War No. 1 have brought them to some 
definite conclusions. In this paper I cannot present all the 
technical and biological reasons and facts, but in a general 
way here is what they believe and present to the medical 
world: Proteins have a direct effect on production of hor
mones, those glandular secretions which control both sexual 
desire and fertility. Protein deficiency in the diet besides other 
harmful effects, results in a fatty degeneration of the liver. 
The liver then fails to eliminate the excess estrogens. These 
hormones remain in the blood stream and certain organs 
and result in a marked increase in the woman's ability to 
conceive ind reproduce. 
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Hormones affect the emotions as well as the body and 
with low protein intake the appetite for food gradually dis
appears to be compensated for by a larger sexual appetite. 

These biological drives that hunger gives to excessive pro
duction in number and quality are often supported by social, 
economic and even religious forces. 

Nature operates with only one goal-survival. With 
human beings the weapon is fertility. When starvation en
dangers the existence of a group or race, the energies of that 
group are poured into producing more people. 

In India the population in 1901 was less than 300 mil
lion, but in spite of deaths and famines, the population is now 
450 million. The hunger IS producing more children than 
starvation can kill off. 

There are many other Nations where starvation and 
misery exist that have increasing populations. We do not even 
know what overpopulation is. China has a population of 104 
per square mile and we consider it overpopulated, but Hol
land with a population of 686 people per square mile, six 
times that of China, is certainly well fed. If large population 
causes hunger the Dutch would have starved to death long 
ago. 

Point IV is attempting to meet this tremendous task of 
increasing production in these undeveloped and over popu
lated countries. 

The Act applies to all of South America, Central Amer
ica, Africa and all of Asia except China and Russia, but not 
to Europe. 

The Department has employed a group of remarkable 
people trained in a variety of technical skills health educa-

' ' 
tion, reclamation and management of land, development of 
mineral resources, harnessing of water and electric power, de
velopment of fishing resources and the production of food 
and fibers on the lands. 
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Over seven hundred technicians are now at work on 
various projects in thirty-two of these countries. The appro
priation for the work this current year is 80 million dollars; 

In order to judge the possibilities, value and costs of the 
program, it is important to keep these regulations in mind: 

Each country enters into an agreement with the United 
States about the nature and cost of the work before any help 
is extended. 

The costs are shared by these countries contributing thre~ 
dollars for each dollar we contribute, and the plan is for them 
to increase their proportion of the costs. 

Between September 1950 and June 1951, thirty-three 
countries made six hundred ninety separate requests for tech

nical cooperation. 

In this short time they have only gotten well started, but 
reports of their accomplishments are all encouraging. 

We have sent our technical advisers to aU these coun
tries and in addition, they are sending their own experts and 
teachers to our colleges in this country for training. They are 
especially using our United States Bureau of Reclamation at 
Denver where we employ three hundred experts on mining, 
water power, drainage, and kindred subjects and have equip
ment of millions of dollars. 

From Thailand alone there were thirty engineers sent 
there for courses of instruction and paid for by their own 
government. 

Reports show that from Latin America alone two hun
dred sixty-nine education specialists have been brought to 
the United States for study. 

In India we now have one hundred twenty technicians 
advising some eight thousand Indian supervisors and workers 
how to increase food supplies, improve health conditions and 
use their water power and mining resources. 
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In Israel we are ass1stmg in development of the River 
Jordan and it is generally conceded the success of Israel de
pends upon that river. 

In Iran our entomologists have taught them to spray in
sects from the air and the government has purchased planes 
and are about to exterminate locusts and other pests that 
have damaged that country for centuries. 

In Central and South America we have groups of mining 
experts working on mineral developments including coal, 
tin and manganese. 

In Central America our fish and wild life experts are 
working with every nation to take advantage of their fish 
and game resources. 

In all these countries our agricultural experts are giving 
the people the benefit of our knowledge and experience in 
using better seed, better land preparation, better farm imple
ments, drainage, rotation of crops, uses of proper fertilizers, 
economic feeding of livestock and production of crops best 
fitted to their soils and climate. 

I could go on indefinitely mentioning the hundreds of 
projects but think this is sufficient. 

Dr. Bennett said to a Congressional Committee, more 
than a billion people of Africa, Asia and Latin America are 
living today in hunger, disease, ignorance and unimaginable 
poverty. They have not had a chance to apply modern scien
tific methods and skills to the problems of daily life. This 
Point IV program is designed to help these people create a 
better life for themselves by showing them how to develop 
and conserve their God given resources. 
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BY-PRODUCTS OF COTTON 

BY DR. c. B. WEISS 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs" Nov. 20~ 1952) 

The by-product of cotton, the seeds, had a nuisance value 
of such magnitude before Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin 
that the production of cotton was limited. His invention made 
it simple to separate the seeds from the fiber and eliminated 
to a marked degree the nuisance of separation. The seed then 
became a waste disposal nuisance as shown by the legislation 
passed by several states. Many times the ginner found the 
stinking mess too much to cope with and moved to another 
location much as our smaller sawmills do today when the pile 
of refuse becomes too great. The utilization of this waste ma
terial, cottonseeds, and the value it has added to them is one 
of the success stories of research. 

The Chinese and Hindus centuries ago made use of the 
seed by pressing out the oil in a primitive method and burn
ing it in their lamps and feeding the meal to their cattle. It 
was never fully developed and never widely used. It took re
search and development to ferret out the possible values in 
this waste material and convert a nuisance into a source of 
income. For years this research and the value it gave to this 
by-product added to the Southern income and was appre
ciated. The farmer got more money for his crop, and the in
dustries converting the farmers' waste into usable products 
made a profit. The extra money the farmer gets and the profit 
the industries made is common knowledge but is crowded out 
of the limelight because of the much greater economic im
portance of cotton itself. 

It is common knowledge that the 1952 cotton crop is 
around 14,000,000 bales. Assuming an average price of 30c 
per pound and a weight of 500 lbs. per bale, the value of this 
year's crop will be more than two billion dollars. This figure 
is so large that it makes us forget the value in the by-products. 
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For each bale of cotton there are approximately 900 lbs. 
of seed. If this year's crop is used as the basis for calculation, 
there are 6,300,000 tons of cottonseed available for use. It 
would be a difficult problem to dispose of this much waste; 
but due to the efforts of men, this material is in demand and 
has value. The 6,300,000 tons are now a source of income of 
around $360,000,000. 

There are four chief products that come from the cotton
seeds; they are meal, oil, linters and hulls. Let us trace 
briefly the steps leading up to these four products. The cotton 
is picked in the field and is taken to the cotton gin where 
the cotton fiber is separated from the seed. These are then 
shipped to cotton oil mills and are put through a ginning 
process, and first cut linters are removed and baled. The seeds 
are then sent through another ginning, and second cut linters 
are removed and baled . The seed is now practically free of 
lint, and it is passed through cracking rolls to break the black 
hulls. Shaking screens separate the hulls from the meats. The 
hulls may be sold as such for roughage for cattle feed or they 
may be ground and the fiber separated from the ground hulls. 
The ground hulls are stored for addition to the meal. 

The meats are flaked by rolls, and the oil is either pressed 
out mechanically or extracted with a solvent, the solvent ex
traction system being the most efficient. The meal is then 
ground and is ready for the market. 

The cottonseed has now been broken into four main 
parts, linters, hulls, oil and meal. Three of these become the 
raw materials for special industries; meal is the only one 
ready for use, the major portion of which is used for poultry 
and livestock feeding. A small portion is made into cottonseed 
meal flour for human consumption. 

There are other minor uses for the protein in cottonseed 
meal worthy of mention. These uses will depend entirely on 
the price of the meal. Cottonsed meal can be treated with a 
weak caustic solution, and certain portions of it will dis
solve. This is then precipitated by acids and washed and 
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dried. It now can be used to make a protein fiber that is a 
substitute for wool. It would compete with the present day 
fibers from milk and soybeans. The extracted protein can 
also be used as glue, paper sizing, and paint extenders. 

The annual production of hulls amounts to approxi
mately one and a quarter million tons. This is used mainly 
in the form of roughage and bran and as a diluent for cot
tonseed meal in the feeding of livestock. They have been 
in demand for the past several years and are selling at present 
for around $26.00 per ton. It was only a short time ago when 
they were much cheaper and a plant was put up in Memphis 
to use them as a raw material to manufacture furfural. This 
chemical was once used in the processing of motor oil and 
later as a material used in purifying the ingredients of syn
thetic rubber. And now, ironically, this furfural is one of the 
chemicals that is used in the manufacture of nylon. One of the 
lowliest of the by-products is now aiding in the production of 
a fabric much finer than the one from which it came. 

Minor quantities of hulls are used as a filler for phenolic 
molding compounds, baseball and horsecollar stuffings, sweep
ing compounds, and an insulating material. 

The year to year variation in price is not conducive to 
intensive investigation for further chemical uses, and hulls 
will probably continue to be used chiefly as cattle food. 

Cottonseed oil is the most valuable product taken from 
the seed. The annual production averages around 1 400 000 -

' ' ' 
000 lbs. With the exception of about seven percent of this 
quantity, the residue of refining, practically all of this is used 
in the form of margarine, vegetable shortening, salad oil and 
cooking oil. The residue from the refining process is used in 

the manufacture of soap, linoleum and roofing. 

. . The refining of cottonseed oil begins with a thorough 
mixmg with caustic soda. This caustic soda combines with 
th f f . . e ree atty acids forming soap. The soap and oil are sepa-
rated b 'f · · Y centn ugmg. Oil for use in salad dressing is drawn 
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off here and is simply prepared by cooling to remove solidified 
portions, deodorized by heating and evacuating, dried and 
packaged. 

The remainder of the oil for shortening and margarine 
is bleached by adding a bleaching clay and filtering. Finely 
divided nickel that acts as a catalyst is then added and pure 
hydrogen passed through under a slight pressure. The nickel 
catalyst causes the hydrogen to combine with the oil changing 
it to a compound that is a solid instead of a liquid at ordinary 
temperatures. The nickel is then removed from the hydro
genated oil by centrifuging and filtering. The changed oil 
is kept in a liquid state and is again deodorized by evacuation 
at higher temperatures. It is now ready for blending and mix
ing to obtain the desired packaged product. One of these pro
ducts is vegetable shqrtening and competes in our market 
places with animal fats. The vegetable shortenings have a 
customer acceptance that surpasses their natural competitors 
and are bought even though they may have a higher price. 

Oleomargarine, a substitute for butter, provides another 
outlet for cottonseed oil. Every legal possible step is taken to 
make it look as much like butter as possible. Coloring, milk 
and vitamins are added in order to imitate the desirable 
characteristics of butter. It has naturally caused considerable 
controversy with the dairy interests because it has seriously 
affected their market. If all the beclouding issues of govern
ment support pri'Ces for dairy products were removed, there 
should be no basis for complaint because then both would 
be competitive insofar as customer acceptance of properly 
labelled oleo or butter is concerned. The criticism that oleo 
is made to look and taste like butter is no more justifiable 
than · one against nylon because it is made to look and feel 
like wool or silk. 

Cotton linters, the fourth of the by-products, has a va
riety of uses. The first cut • .Jinters with an average length of 
an half inch are used in their natural state as stuffings for 
furniture, automobile cushions and the like. They are also 
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purified and sold as surgical cotton, and a small amount is 
used by the writing paper industry as a substitute for cot

ton rags. 

The second cut linters are to a very limited extent used 
for furniture stuffing, the larger portion, however, goes 
through a drastic purification process of digesting, washing, 
bleaching and drying and is then sold to rayon, film and 
plastic manufacturers. These manufacturers are looking for 
cellulose as their raw material, and here cotton linters meets 
its natural competitor, cellulose from wood. 

There was a time when acetate rayon could be made 

only from cellulose from cotton linters. The wood pulp 
people have so improved their product that it is equal in 
quality to linters pulp, and the only thing left is to be com

petitive in price. Clear cellulose plastics and some films re
quire cotton linter pulp. 

There are two newcomers on the market, ethyl and 
methyl cellulose, that require cotton linter pulp. A large 
quantity of this material is marketed in tablet form under 
various trade names and is crowding in on the mineral oil, 
Ex-lax, and Sal Hepatica market. Ethyl and methyl cellu
lose are also used as stiffeners for ice cream, tooth pastes and 
jelly. 

The purified linters also have many other varied uses
smokeless powder for military uses such as rockets and fire
arms, saturating papers for inner soles for shoes, insulators 
for electric appliances, table tops and refrigerator doors. 

A very recent development, carboxy-methyl cellulose, 
abbreviated as CMC, is prepared from either cotton linter or 
wood pulp. Its main use is as an additive to detergents. It 
prevents the redeposition of dirt on fabrics during the laun
dering operation. About half the CMC is being manufac
tured from cotton linters; that made from wood pulp is of 
equal quality. 
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These are the present-day uses, and they are fairly well 
established. What is their future? In a free and competi
tive market any one of the four products, meal, hulls, oil 
and linters can hold their own. But they are not allowed to 
take their competitive places any longer; they are caught 
in the quicksands of government support that can only be 
made solid by using the tax dollars of the American public. 

The government support program on the by-product 
sprang from the complaint that the farmer couldn't trade 
a ton of cottonseed for a ton of meal. The Agriculture De
partment, ever ready to trade the benefits of the future for 
the votes of today, set about to alleviate the condition. They 
gave birth to a program tha t required the oil mills to pay the 
farmer $64.00 per ton for cottonseed and then guaranteed 
the oil mills $64.00 for a ton of meal, 16c for a pound of oil 
and 8c for a pound of linters. Whenever they a re tendered 
fo r loan, all must go in their proper ra tio; one cannot be 
placed separately. The oil mills can sell at any price, up to 
a ceiling, above or below those given above ; and they do so 
as long as their overall return gives them a profit on their 
purchase. When they can't do tha t, all goes into the gov
ernment loan. All of this means tha t when meal sells above 
the support price, oil and linters can be sold below their 
support prices. Some oil has sold for 12cjlb. and some linters 
a t 3;;2 / lb.; but large quantities are not available. 

The present and future effects of this program may best 
be discussed by considering the four products separately. 

There will be very little effect on meal at present be
cause it was in such demand that its high price was the cause 
of the support price. It would take a considerable recession 
in prices for meal to drop to its support price. That could 
happen. 

Hulls may drop in price ; but, if they do, there is a ready 
market for them in furfural plants. 

Cottonseed oil is headed for trouble. It has competi
tors, soybean oil, coconut oil, fish oil to mention a few, that 
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do not have government support, and they are rapidly being 
developed as satisfactory substitutes. Soybean oil only a short 
time ago could only be used in limited quantities for blend
ing with cottonseed oil. Now having a price advantage it is 
being blended up to fifty percent in the highest quality short
ening and without any cottonseed oil in the lower grades. 
This is only the beginning; continued research will develop 
ways and means of using cheaper substitutes. The soybean 
crop of 1953 will probably be the largest in our history. The 
taxpayers will continue to pay the high price for cottonseed 
oil to place in storage. Finally, when available storage space 
is filled, the oil will be placed on the market at prices that 
are competitive. T here could be another solution; potatoes 
were burned, but the unfavorable reaction to such waste will 
probably prevent tha t. The oil mills haven't suffered because 
they have practically been guaranteed an operating profit. 
They can also very easily convert to the processing of soybeans. 

The linters field has been hardest hit. The slump in 
textiles eliminated the world-wide shortage of cellulose; it 
also caused rayon manufacturers to seek the cheapest raw 
material, cellulose from wood pulp. Furthermore, the linters 
plants are not equipped to handle any of the other cellulosic 
raw materials, straw, bagasse or wood. They had to curtail 
production and are now running at approximately fifty per
cent capacity. They are unable to make a finished product 
that can compete pricewise for their former markets. Cel
lulose from wood pulp is about $100.00 per ton cheaper than 
that from cotton linters pulp. No wonder that all rayon yarns 
for textiles are being made from wood. 

A considerable tonnage of cotton linters is used in rayon 
tire cords because of its greater strength and resistance to 
fatigue. The Swedes, however, are producing a wood pulp 
that eliminates this desirable advantage, and plants are being 

b~ilt ~n the U. S. today that are to produce wood pulp that 
Will yield a tire cord equal to one made from cotton linters. 
When there is sufficient productive capacity of that type 
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pulp, then cotton linters will be without and will remain 
without .any large outlet until the price becomes competitive. 

The by-product of cotton, the seed, which once was a 
serious liability has with time and much effort grown to be 
a definite valuable economic asset. The unnatural restric
tions to free competitive markets may retard the progress; 
only time can tell. 
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THE 49TH STATE 

By Walter P. Armstrong, Jr. 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs," Dec. 18~ 1952) 

There were few issues during the recent campaign upon 
which our two major political parties agreed; yet there was 
at least one concerning which there was no divergence of · 
opinion between them. Says the Democratic platform: 

"By virtue of their strategic geographical loca
tions, Alaska and Hawaii are vital bastions in the 
Pacific. These two territories have contributed 
greatly to the welfare and economic development 
of our country and have become integrated into 
our economic and social life. We therefore urge 
immediate statehood for these two territories." 
And the Republican platform states more succintly: 
"We favor immediate ' statehood for Hawaii." 

The Hawaiians, however, are not unduly encouraged 
by this bi-partisan unanimity; for despite the fact that the 
platform of each of the two parties has contained a similar 
plank since 1936, Hawaii still retains its territorial status, 
and although the proposal is far from new, it appears to 
be as far as ever from achievement. The popular and gen
erally accepted picture of Hawaii remains that of a tropical 
paradise filled with moonlight and music, rather like a mu
sical comedy set, delightful to visit but hardly to be taken 
seriously as a prospective equal partner in our union. It is 
of course all of this; but it is far more as well, and the prob
lem of its statehood is one which cannot be lightly brushed 
aside. 

The idea of statehood for Hawaii goes back at least one 
hundred years, for in 1851 the Rev. Henry Cheever, in his 
book "The Island World of the Pacific," wrote: 

"Linked, as it will speedily become, to our 
Pacific and Atlantic seaboards by steamer and tele-
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graph, it may suitably be adopted into the sisterhood 
of the American States. Hawaiian Senators and 
Representatives may ere long take their seats in the 
Capitol at Washington, with members from Min
nesota, Utah, Deseret, New Mexico, and Santa Fe. 
The star of Hawaii may yet blaze in the flag of the 
American Union." 

Despite the Rev. Cheever's prophecy, the intervening 
century which has seated representatives from Minnesota, 
Utah and New Mexico has passed Hawaii by, and this 
although the stratocruiser and the radio have replaced the 
steamer and telegraph of his day, bringing Hawaii within 
nine and one-half hours' travel time of our west coast, and 
making communication between the two a matter of seconds. 
Nor has this been due to any lack of effort; for since 1903 
the people of Hawaii, through their legislature, have brought 
their desire for statehood to the attention of Congress sixteen 
times, and, over a period of fifteen years, Congress has made 
nine investigations of the situation. Bills have be~n introduced 
in the last four sessions of Congress upon the subject, and in 
1937 and again in 1946 hearings before congressional sub
committees were held in the islands, as a result of which in the 
latter year the committee recommended that Congress im
mediately enact legislation making Hawaii a state. On 
January 21 of the same year President Truman urged Con
gress to "promptly accede to the wishes of the people of 
Hawaii that the territory be admitted to statehood in our 
union." As a result, a bill was passed by the House of 
Representatives in 1947 by a vote of 196 to 133; but the 
Eightieth Congress adjourned before the Senate had acted 
upon it. A similar bill was passed by the House in the 
Eighty-first Congress, but died in the Senate as a result of a 
Southern filibuster. In the Eighty-second Congress, the bill 
was started in the Senate rather than the House, but suffered 
the same fate. 

What is this territory which is so anxious to become our 
forty~ ninth state? Geographically it is a group of eight major 
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islands lying in the eastern half of the north Pacific Ocean, 
just below the Tropic of Cancer, some two thousand nautical 
miles southwest of San Francisco, which is closer to that city 
than is Washington, D. C. The main chain is about three 
hundred miles long, and has an area of over sixty-five hundred 
square miles, nearly two-thirds of it on the island of Hawaii, 
and a population of 467,711, more than two-thirds of which 
lives upon the island of O-a-hu and more than half in the city 
of Honolulu upon that island. This is a larger area than the 
states of Connecticut, Rhode Island or Delaware, and a 
larger population than that of Nevada, Wyoming, Delaware 
or Vermont. Hawaii has more residents than had any other 
territory at the time of its admission as a state with the excep
tion of Oklahoma; and eighty-five percent of the people 
living in Hawaii are American citizens. 

In addition to the two named, the remammg major 
islands of the group are Kau-a-i, Mau-i, Mo-lo-kai, La-na-i, 
Ni-i-hau, and Ka-ho-o-la-we. Of these the last four are of 
little interest. Ka-ho-o-la-we is low, swampy and uninhabited, 
being used by the Navy for a practice bombing range, as a 
result of which it is covered with live bombs which makes it 
unsafe for anyone · to set foot upon it. Both La-na-i and 
Ni-i-hau are privately owned: the former by the Hawaiian 
Pineapple Company, the entire island being devoted to the 
cultivation of pineapples; and the latter by the Robinson 
family, which does not encourage visitors. Mo-lo-kai is largely 
undeveloped, being noted only for the leprosariam located 
upon it at Ka-la-u-pa-pa. The four islands of 0-a-hu, 
Hawaii, Kau-a-i and Mau-i are for all practical purposes the 
Hawaiian islands. 

A brief glimpse of Hawaii's history will serve to demon
strate that from the beginning this remarkable people has 
evinced an initiative and an affinity for republican ideals 
which makes it unique among the races of the world. The 
known history of Hawaii begins with the discovery of the 
group (which he named the "Sandwich Islands") by Captain 
James Cook in 1778 while searching for a northwest passage. 
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As the Hawaiians had no written language, the traditions 
of an earlier period were preserved only in symbolic stories 
which in the course of their passage from generation to gene
ration and from mouth to mouth had become so admixed with 
myth as to make the element of fact containe<;l in them in
distinguishable. One of these dealt with a little people 
endowed with supernatural powers, called "me-ne-hu-nes," 
who are reputed to have built in a single night a ditch and 
fishpond which still exist today on the island of Kau-a-i. 
Another tells of the time that the hero Mau-i captured the 
sun as it rose above the crater of Ha-le-a-ka-la upon the island 
which now bears his name, and made it promise to slow 
down in its trip across the sky so- as to adapt itself to the 
tempo of Hawaiian life. 

Some of these legends were expressed rhythmically in the 
movements of the hula. Others were expressed verbally in the 
me-le, akin to the European troubador's song. The Hawaiian 
language, although somewhat limited in its scope, is extremely 
musical, due to the fact that every syllable ends in a vowel, 
and that any number of such syllables may be strung together 
to form a single word or phrase, each letter being given its 
full value, the pronunciation in the case of vowels being in
variably soft, as in Latin. Despite its seeming complexity, 
when the missionaries sought to reduce the Hawaiian lan
guage to written form they found that every sound in it 
could be expressed phonetically by the use of the five vowels 
and only seven consonants: h, k, 1, m, n, p and w. 

One of the Hawaiian traditions was that the god Lo-no, 
who had sailed away many years ago, would one day return 
upon a floating island bearing coconut tret:s and swine and 
dogs. When Captain Cook's flotilla anchored off the coast 
of Kau-a-i, on January 20, 1778, the natives immediately 
concluded that he was Lo-no, and his ships the floating 
islands (even today the Hawaiian word "mo-ku" means both 
ship and island), a belief which was to their minds con
firmed by the ability of his men to blow sparks from their 
mouths (smoking ), insert their hands into their bodies (pock-
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ets) and kill at a distance (by the use of muskets) . When, 
after proceeding into the south Pacific, the Captain and his 
fleet later returned to the group, this time landing at the 
island of Hawaii, they found that the news of their previous 
visit had preceded them. Captain Cook was royally received; 
but when, after bidding farewell to his hosts and sailing away, 
he was forced by a storm to return once again, he found that 
he had outstayed his welcome. It is difficult to play the part 
of a god, and during his sojourn the Captain had given indi
cations of certain weaknesses which the natives recognized as 
all too human. The result may be described in the words of 
Mark Twain, who visited the scene many years later: 

"Plain unvarnished history takes the romance 
out of Captain Cook's assassination, and renders a 
deliberate verdict of justifiable homicide. Wherever 
he went among the islands, he was cordially received 
and welcomed by the inhabitants, and his ships 
lavishly supplied with all manner of food. Perceiving 
that the people took him for the long vanished and 
lamented god Lono, he encouraged them in the 
delusion for the sake of the limitless power it gave 
him ; but during the famous disturbance at this, 
spot, and while he and his comrades were surrounded 
by fifteen thousand maddened savages, he received 
a hurt and betrayed his earthly origin with a groan. 
It was his death-warrant. Instantly a shout went up: 
'He g:oans !-he is not a god!' So they closed in 
upon him and dispatched him. 

"His flesh was stripped from the bones and 
burned (except nine pounds of it which were sent 
on .board the ships). The heart was hung up in a 
na~1ve hut, where it was found and eaten by three 
chtldren, who mistook it for the heart of a dog. 
~ne of these children grew to be a very old man, and 
dted in Honolulu a few years ago. Some of Cook's 
bones were recovered and consigned to the deep by 
the officers of the ships. 
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"Small blame should attach to the natives for 
the killing of Cook. They treated him well. In re
turn, he abused them. He and his men inflicted 

bodily injury upon many of them at different times, 
and killed at least three of them before they of
fered any proportionate retaliation." 

At the time of Captain Cook's landing, each of the islands 
was ruled by its own monarch. Even then a struggle was 
already in progress between the reigning monarch of the 
island of Hawaii and his nephew, called Ka-me-ha-me-ha, for 
control of that island. Upon the death of his uncle in 1782 
the young Ka-me-ha-me-ha claimed the throne of the big 
island and succeeded in making good his claim; nor did his 
ambition end here, for he determined to extend his domain 
by unifying all of the islands under his rule. For this purpose 
he recruited two British seamen, John Young and Isaac 
Davis, refugees from American ships which had been trading 
in those waters. These supplied not only a knowledge of 
British tactics but even more important, of the use of cannon. 
Ka-me-ha-me-ha also joined forces with another native chief
tain, Ka-i-a-na, and in 1790 they landed on the island of 
Mau-i and, after ordering the war canoes dismantled and 
buried so that there could be no retreat, met the local de
fenders at the site of the present capital, Wai-lu-ku, in the 
l-a-o valley, where they inflicted such a defeat upon them 
that the l-a-o river was completely dammed up by bodies of 
the slain and its waters ran red for many hours. From this 
battle the modern city takes its name, for Wai-lu-ku means 
"waters of annihilation." 

Meanwhile, dissension had arisen on the big island. One 
of the local chieftains had, during Ka-me-ha-me-ha's absence, 
risen in revolt against him. However, with the assistance of a 
fortuitous volcanic eruption, which engulfed the major por
tion of his rival's supporters, Ka-me-ha-me-ha succeeded in 
supp.ressing this revolt; and his triumph became complete in 
1792 when he invited the usurper to visit him, and when he 
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arrived with only a small bodyguard, dispatched him in cold 
blood. 

Ka-me-ha-me-ha then turned his attention to the remain
ing islands; and, after recapturing Mau-i, which had mean
while slipped from his grasp, proceeded to bring Mo-lo-kai 
and La-na-i under his domination. During the council of war 
held on the former island Ka-i-a-na was pointedly excluded 
and, realizing that this was no doubt due to Ka-me-ha-me-ha's 
discovery of his liaison with his queen Ka-a-hu-ma-nu, he 
fled to the neighboring island of 0-a-hu, where he joined 
forces with the local defenders. In 1795 Ka-me-ha-me-ha 
mounted his offensive against 0-a-hu, the invading forces 
consisting of sixteen thousand natives and sixteen ha-o-les or 
white men, among the latter Young and Davis with their 
cannon. This army landed at Wai-ki-ki and marched up the 
Nu-u-a-nu valley, where a pitched battle was fought at what 
is now the O-a-hu Country Club. Early in the engagement 
a ball from one of Ka-me-ha-me-ha's cannon registered a 
direct hit upon Ka-i-a-na, which his followers took as a sign 
that their gods had turned against them. Ka-me-ha-me-ha's 
forces pursued the remnants of the resulting rout up the 
Nu-u-a-nu valley to the pali or cliff, where hundreds of 
them were literally pushed over the knife edge to drop a 
sheer six hundred feet to the plain below. 

Now only the two northernmost islands, Kau-a-i and 
Ni-i-hau, remained, and oddly enough they were never 
actually conquered. Two attempts were made, one in 1796 
which failed when the fleet of war canoes was dispersed by a 
storm, and one in 1810 which was halted before it could 
begin when an epidemic of cholera broke out among the 
invading forces. However, in 1810 both of these islands volun
t~rily s~bmitted to Ka-me-ha-me-ha's rule, thus completing 
hrs empire. 

K_a-me~ha-me-ha died in 1819 and was succeeded by his 
son, L1-ho-h-ho, who assumed the title of Ka-me-ha-me-ha II. 
The outstanding achievement of Li-ho-li-ho's reign was the 
abolition of the tab Th H ·· 1· · · d · u. e awanan re 1g10n Impose a stnct 
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set of prohibitions, violation of which was supposed to be 
attended with unthinkable consequences. The most burden
some of these forbade persons of opposite sexes, even husband 
and wife, from eating together. Li-ho-li-ho had observed 
that visiting ha-o-les paid no attention to the tabu and yet 
appeared to be none the worse for it; and so, aided and 
abetted by Ka-a-hu-ma-nu, who held the position of ku-hi-na 
nu-i or adviser to the throne, in 1819 he publicly performed 
the symbolic act of a-i no-a or free eating. Thus, unlike most 
other peoples, the Hawaiians were not first converted to 
Christianity and then as a result of their conversion aban
doned their former religious practices, but, through their 
own free act and deed, recognized the error of their ways 
and turned from a religion which they had discovered to be 
false even before they were aware of the true one which was 
to replace it. 

But meanwhile an event had occurred · which was des
tined to fill the religious vacuum thus created. In 1809 there 
was brought to New England a young Hawaiian boy named 
H enry 0-pu-ka-ha-i-a, who was destined to become the 
harbinger of Christianity to Hawaii. One day he was found 
lying half frozen on the steps of Yale College, weeping be
cause of his ignorance. He eagerly accepted the offer of some 
of the students to instruct him, and soon became an ardent 
Christian, whose chief ambition was to bring the benefits of 
Christian education to his people. Several other Hawaiian 
youths in the United States were enlisted in the movement, 
and in 1816 0-pu-ka-ha-i-a and three others were enrolled in 
a missionary school. Although 0-pu-ka-ha-i-a himself died in 
1818, his ambition was realized when the first Hawaiian 
Mission was organized at Boston on October 15, 1819. Four 
days later the group sailed on the brig Thaddeus, and on 
March 30, 1820 they sighted the island of Hawaii, coming to 
anchor at Kai-lu-a on that island on April4. 

The Hawaiians flocked to accept the New England 
Congregationalism which the missionaries offered them. 
Among the early converts was the Princess Ka-pi-o-la-ni, who 
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testified to her new-found faith by publicly defying Pe-le, the 
ancient goddess of fire, by casting into the Ki-lau-e-a crater 
the sacred o-he-lo berries, an act of courage later immortalized 
in verse by Alfred Lord Tennyson. 

Meanwhile, Li-ho-li-ho had sailed for England. On May 
18 1824 he landed at Portsmouth, where he was accorded a 
ro~al welcome. However, before his scheduled audience with 
George IV he contracted measles, and on July 14, 1824 died. 
He was succeeded by his brother, Ka-ni-ke-a-o-u-li who, fol
lowing a regency, ruled under the title of Ka-me.:ha-me-ha 
III. His reign was on the whole prosperous, and saw many 
improvements in Hawaii's condition, including a codification 
of the laws and a division of the lands known as the Great 
Ma-he-le, by which the previously existing feudal system was 
abolished and title vested in the tenants of the land. He died 
in 1854 and was succeeded by his nephew, Alexander Li-ho
li-ho, who assumed the title of Ka-me-ha-me-ha IV. His reign 
was uneventful; he married Emma Rooke Na-e-a, a grand
daughter of John Young, who during their visit to England 
became a close friend of Queen Victoria. They had one son, 
whom they named Albert Edward Kau-i-ke-a-o-u-li Le-i-o
pa-pa A Ka-me-ha-me-ha, who died at an early age following 
a severe punishment by his father. For this the king blamed 
himself, and went into a decline which led to his own death 
within a year in 1863, thus demonstrating a sensitivity which 
was a far cry from the blood-thirsty heartlessness of his 
grandfather. He was succeeded by his elder brother Lot, who 
carried on the tradition of benevolent rule under the title of 
Ka-me-ha-ine-ha V until his death in 1872. 

Since the first Ka-me-ha-me-ha the monarchy had 
descended through the maternal line, the early Hawaiians 
being polygamous with the result that, as Mark Twain put it, 
although maternity was a matter of fact, paternity was fre
quently a matter of speculation. But with the advent of 
civili~ation this custom had disappeared, and King Lot never 
marned at all. Consequently upon his death the line ran out 
and the throne was left without an heir. In this dilemma the 
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Hawaiians, again demonstrating their natural aptitude for 
democratic processes, left it to the legislature to elect a king 
for them. The choice fell upon William C. Lu-na-li-lo. He 
reigned only thirteen months; but during that period he 
struck the note which was to resound throughout the remain
der of Hawaii's history: friendship for the United States and 
an earnest desire to become a part of it. 

At the time of his election, Lu-na-li-lo's chief opponent 
had been David Ka-la-kau-a. Upon the former's death, he 
again announced himself as a candidate, this time in opposi
tion to Queen Emma, widow of Ka-me-ha-me-ha IV. He was 
supported by the American element in Hawaii, while Queen 
Emma received the backing of the British colony; therefore 
the election transcended personalities, and became a test of 
which way Hawaii should turn. The vote of the legislature 
was thirty-nine to six, and thus David Ka-la-kau-a became the 
last king of Hawaii. Despite his hedonistic tendencies, which 
won him the soubriquet of "The Merry Monarch" (his 
friends called him "Rex"), he did a great deal towards solidi
fying relations with the United States. In 1876, after a 
speaking tour on the mainland, he succeeded in obtaining the 
negotiation of a treaty of reciprocity, which led to the devel
opment of the Hawaiian sugar industry. Seven years later a 
second treaty was signed guaranteeing to the United States 
exclusive rights to the use of Pearl Harbor as a naval base, 
which, however, were not exercised until after the end of 
the monarchy. Ka-la-kau-a in a sense represented a transition 
from the old to the new; when on January 20, 1891, he died 
in the Palace . Hotel at San Francisco, his last words were 
recorded on a new-fangled invention called a phonograph. 

Ka-la-kau-a had accepted the fact that he could never be 
more than a constitutional monarch, but his sister, Li-li-u-o
ka-la-ni, who succeeded him, attempted to return to the 
ancient ways of personal despotism, as a result of which she 
was deposed in 1893 after a reign of only two years. At the 
time of her deposition, a provisional government was set up 
under the leadership of Sanford B. Dole. The document 
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under which this government functioned provided that · it 
should continue to exist ~'until terms of union with the United 
States of America have been negotiated and agreed upon." 
On January 19 five commissioners departed for Washing
ton, D. C., with full authority to negotiate a treaty of union; 
thus, in the question of annexation, as in the case of religious 
conversion, the original impetus came from Hawaii and not 
from the United States. A treaty was drawn up and signed on 
February 14, and was sent to the Senate three days later, but 
was not acted upon before the end of the session. On March 9 
Grover Cleveland, who had meanwhile succeeded Benjamin 
Harrison as president, withdrew the treaty from the Senate 
and sent Col. James Blount to Hawaii as special commissioner 
to investigate the situation. On the basis of his report, Presi
dent Cleveland also informed Queen Li-li-u-o-ka-la-ni that if 
she would grant a general amnesty the United States would 
support her claim to restoration. She agreed, and on Decem
ber 19 the American Minister, Albert S. Willis, demanded of 
Dole her recognition as the rightful ruler of Hawaii. Four 
days later Dole informed Willis that the provisional govern
ment declined to recognize the queen. Instead, a constitutional 
convention was called for M ay 30, 1894. On July 4 of tha t 
year its work was completed, and on the following day the 
Republic of Hawaii was proclaimed, with Dole as its first 
president. For almost three years this republic continued to 
exist, troubled only by a royalist insurrection during 1895, 
the suppression of which led to Queen Li-li-u-o-ka-la-ni's 
arrest for high treason and her formal renunciation of the 
throne. On June 16, 1897 a new treaty of annexation was 
drawn up, which was approved by the Hawaiian senate on 
September 8. However, it was not ratified by the United 
States Congress until July 6, 1898, and it was on July 7 of 
that year, when President McKinley affixed his signature, 
that Hawaii finally achieved its goal of annexation, the formal 
transfer of sovereignty being on August 12. In April of 1900 

Congress passed a bill giving Hawaii territorial status, and on 
June 19 of that year Sanford B. Dole took office as the first 
governor of the territory. Since that time there have been 
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nine other governors, but the territorial status of Hawaii 
remains unchanged. 

Which brings us back to the question with which we 
began. For why has the United States rejected for more than 
half a century Hawaii's overtures towards statehood? On what 
basis can a country founded upon the principle of no taxation 
without representation accept millions each year in taxes and 
yet refuse a representative with a vote in Congress? What 
economic justification is there for treating a land which pro
duces eighty-five percent of the world's pineapples and an 
annual sugar crop of over a million tons, the two crops having 
a combined annual value in excess of one hundred million 
dollars, as a poor relation? Perhaps an examination of some 
of the arguments which have been advanced against state
hood will help to explain this unusual attitude. 

First, the location of Hawaii militates against statehood. 
All of our states are and always have been located upon the 
North American continent. There is no particular reason why 
this should be true, but it is; and the fact that it is is difficult 
to overcome. Secondly, the historical and racial background of 
Hawaii differs from that of many of our states; not more so 
racially, perhaps, than California or New Mexico, or his
torically than Texas, but sufficiently to form an impediment. 
Thirdly, there are political considerations which enter into 

the picture. It will be recalled that at least one attempt at 
statehood was defeated by a Southern filibuster. The Southern 
senators and representatives believe, and perhaps with reason, 
that Hawaii, if admitted to statehood, would align itself with 
that group of political powers which opposes those measures 
which the South advocates. Fourthly, there is the matter of 
sheer inertia. Several statehood bills have died simply because 
Congress failed to act upon them. There is always more legis
lation pending at any session than Congress can consider, and 
there is no powerful group to lobby for Hawaiian statehood. 
Consequently it is often put aside in favor of matters having 

more substantial support. 
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These are relatively mmor handicaps which could no 

doubt be overcome. There are, however, four other argu
ments which have been put forward and which, were tney 
valid, could not be so easily met. Fortunately for Hawaiian 
statehood, each of them contains a fallacy which can be 

easily demonstrated. 

First is the contention that because it is dominated by a 
racial group which has proven itself antipathetic to American 
ideals, the admission of Hawaii would inject an un-America.lil 
element into our congressional deliberations. It is true that 
Hawaii is a melting-pot, and by far the largest racial ingredi
ent in it, variously estimated at from thirty-five to seventy-five 
percent, is the Japanese. But there is no reason to think that 
these would dominate the affairs of a state any more than they 
have those of the territory, or that their influence would be 
any more widely felt; yet comparatively few of the elective 
offices of the territory are held by Japanese, the electorate 
appearing to split strictly on non-racial political lines. Un
fortunately one widely-publicized crime of violence in 1933 
did more to arouse the fear of a racial problem in Hawaii 
than all of the loyalty of the Nisei during the recent war 
could do to dissipate it. 

Second is the fear that Hawaii is dominated by one or 
both of two powerful economic groups. The first of these 
consists of the descendants of the original missionary families . 
This sly criticism of the early missionaries has become crystal
li~ed in the current saying that "they came to do good and 
d1d well"; and it is quite true that present-day representatives 
of some of. the older families (not a lways missionaries), such 
as the Robmsons and Wilcox on Kau-a-i, the Bishop estate on 
0-a-hu, and the Parkers on Hawaii have tremendous land 
holdings, bought back from the n:tives by their ancestors 
after the Grand Ma-he-le. However, this is the exception 
rather than the rule, lineage from an original missionary 
usu~l~y b:ing reflected, as in the case of our "Mayflower" 
farrulies, m enhanced social prestige rather than financial 
advantage. And even those who have the potentiality of power 
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refuse to wield it, the scion of the Parker family, for example, 
although he owns the largest individually held ranch in the 
United States, preferring to sing in a New York night club. 

The second group, which it is sometimes hinted domi
nates Hawaii, is that known as the "Big Five." These are 
Castle & Cook, Ltd.; Alexander and Baldwin, Ltd.; C. Brewer 
& Co., Ltd.; American Factors, Ltd.; and Theo. H. Davies, 
Ltd. All are engaged in the merchandising, shipping and in
surance business, and operate through innumerable wholly
or partly-owned subsidiaries. Due to its insular location, there 
was a time when no doubt they controlled Hawaii; but with 
the coming of air travel, rapid communication and prolific 
immigration, that day has passed. Today 34,000 families out 
of a total of 105,000 in the islands own stock in Hawaii's 831 
corporations, having total assets of close to a billion dollars. 
American Factors, th_e largest of the big five, owns only 
one-twentieth of these assets; and all five together own only 
one-fifth. Thus it is apparent that eighty percent of Hawaii's 
business is owned by the people of Hawaii. 

The third major argument frequently made against 
Hawaiian statehood is that the Hawaiian people are better 
off as they are. If Hawaii were a state, it would be entitled 
to two senators and one representative, each with a single 
vote. As a territory it is entitled to a delegate to Congress, a 
position held from 1902 to 1922 by Prince Jonah Ku-hi-o 
Ka-la-ni-a-na-o-le, called Prince Cupid for short. This dele
gate has no vote, but has the privilege of appearing before the 
Congressional Committee on Territories, which has twenty
three members, each with a vote, and which usually supports 
any reasonable request which he may make. In this way Prince 
Cupid was able to obtain the enactment of much legislation 
beneficial to the people of Hawaii; but it is not the same as 
direct participation in government. After all, the American 
colonists had the right to petition George III. 

The final argument to be considered is the one which 
most annoys the Hawaiians. It was expressed by Admiral 
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Stirling during his term as commandant at Pearl Harbor as 

follows: 

"There appears to be a tendency among those 
who have spent their lives in Hawaii to forget that 
the major importance of the Hawaiian Islands to 
the United States lies in their situation as an outpost 
in the Pacific and not in their agricultural and in
dustrial wealth." 

The admiral then went on to imply that it would be a 
mistake for the United States to become too closely con
nected politically with Hawaii, as in the event of war this 
might raise an obligation to defend her as part of our own 
shores, while as a territory we would be justified in abandon
ing her to the enemy if military expediency demanded it. The 
events of World War II have not borne out the admiral's 
thesis; nor does General MacArthur's famous statement re
garding our even more remote outpost of the Philippines 
appear to be in accord with the admiral's strategy. Were his 
view to be accepted, in the event of an attack from the west 
we might as well go one step further and retire behind the 
Rocky Mountains, leaving California to the invading forces. 

And so there appears to be no reason why the persistence 
of the Hawaiians should not eventually prevail, as it did in 
the case of religious conversion and annexation, and their 
country become our forty-ninth state. If it does so, either 
through action of the Eighty-third Congress or otherwise, 
there will be no state which has striven harder to deserve the 
honor. But perhaps in the long run this will prove a benefit. 
For, just as a naturalized citizen is sometimes more conscious 
of the obligations and privileges of citizenship than one born 
to them, so a self-made state may prove itself more worthy of 
statehood than some to whom it comes by right. 
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THE BAYOU COUNTRY OF 
LOUISIANA 

By WESLEY HALLIBURTON 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs," Jan. 15, 1953) 

The deltas of great rivers are always unsubstantial and 
mysterious. They are earth-making and incomplete. Their job 
is never finished, it is perpetual motion on a grand scale. They 
spill out the water from millions of square miles of hinter
lands, and bring down infinite tons of rich earth in the 
process of wearing down the mountains and leveling the 
earth. 

I have been over the deltas of the Nile and the Missis
sippi Rivers, and have recently read Price's 'The Amazing 
Amazon' -the King of rivers and of deltas. These are three 
of the great rivers and deltas, and each is wholly unlike the 
others, though performing the same functions. 

The Amazon carries one fifth of all the earth's rain
water. Its watershed is a vast rainy jungle through which the 
Equator passes. In many places one cannot see the opposite 
bank. Its delta is over 250 miles wide, and with this enormous 
flow, it carries untold tons of sediment which is dropped at its 
delta, forming shallows and uncertain islands and great grassy 
savannas, all of which have been only vaguely explored. Its 
history is just beginning. 

The Nile has its origins in the highlands of Tanganyika 
and Uganda and flows precipitously down into a rainless 
desert, and for 2000 miles to its mouth, not a drop of rain is 
added to it. This river, in Egypt, becomes the most historic 
area on earth, and its delta is a great garden, dotted with 
canals and villages. 

~he Mississippi flows through the center of a great, 
beautiful, rich, green, rolling, developed valley that is a joy to 
behold from the headwaters of its farthest tributaries to its 
soft, green, grassy mouth, and whose history began with 
DeSoto. 
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The delta of the Mississippi begins at the mouth of Red 
River and ends in the Gulf of Mexico-a straight distance of 
about 220 miles. It spreads southwardly, roughly into a four 
sided area, embracing about 15,000 square miles, or approxi
mately 10,000,000 acres. This is nearly the size of Tennessee 
from the river to Nashville. Laterally, it extends from the 
mouth of Pearl River, the boundary between ;Mississippi 
and Louisiana, westward to Vermillion River, in Louisiana. 
On a straight line this is a distance of about 160 miles, but to 
follow the ragged coast line in a pirogue, one could travel 
about 2500 miles. It is the enormous size of this delta that 
gives it distinction over other swampy areas in our land, such 
as the Florida Everglades or the Dismal Swamp in Virginia. 
Ninety percent of the area is on the west side of the river. 
Perhaps half of this area is nearly sealevel, and none is much 
higher. 

All the Gulf coast is commonplace in appearance and in 
history except the Louisiana coast that terminates the delta 
of the Mississippi River, and that is different. The only com
mon qualities of the entire Gulf coast are climate and fish. 
The migratory water birds prefer to find sanctuary along the 
delta coast of Louisiana and in the rich waters of the lakes 
and lagoons and bayous of its marshy prairies. This great 
delta of the l\1ississippi River is the area of Louisiana that 
was recently explored and is particularly considered in this 

paper. 

For a traveling companion, I was fortunate in having 
Mr. Charles G. Henry, ex-president of Mid-South Cotton 
Growers Association of Memphis, ex-president of The Egyp
tians, etc., who needs no introduction here. We are retired 
contemporaries, and are troubled with the same complaint; 
Too many Exs. But we felt sure we would find surcease for 
our tedium by wandering over this interesting and unusual 
area. This story must, therefore, reflect the observations and 
impressions and the peccadillos of two travelers-not "fellow 
travelers" ---on strictly a pleasure jaunt. 
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To enter this semi-foreign land in the proper state of 
mind, one should approach it through New Orleans, and 
loaf for a couple of days and nights-in the Vieux Carre and 
wrestle with French waiters and menus at Galatoire's and 
Arnaud's and become a little French conscious, in order to 
better appreciate the scenes across the river which are very 
French. 

vVe started on our way through the upper Mississippi 
delta. Beyond Baton Rouge, we found the familiar mores 
beginning to change. French and Spanish blood began to 
darken the faces of the people, and a Gallic tempo dominated 
by the Catholic religion, supplanted the manners of the paler 
Anglo-Saxon and his more liberal protestant religions. 

"Have you ever been to New Orleans? 
If not, you'd better go. 

It's a city of queer places, 
All day and night a show." 

I visited New Orleans during the International Cotton Ex
position during Christmas of 1884. I have three vivid recollec
tions of that adventure-for adventure it was for a boy less 
than fifteen years old and alone. They are: First, the MUD. 
The drays mired down in front of my little hotel, whose name 
I cannot remember. Second: Jackson's Equestrian Monu
ment. I could not figure out why it stood on so insecure look
ing base. Third: Going to the Exposition ground by steam
boat. I went up hill to get on the boat floating on water above 
the level of the street. Only the mud has changed-and me. 

I had communicated with a French woman in New 
~rleans who specialized in showing the French Quarter, to 
pilot us around, for an afternoon and evening, through that 
rare area ?f iron laced balconies and patios, and had planned 
a grand dmner at Antoine's with wine woman and fish but . ' ' ' comphcations arose and we had only wine and fish. 

After paying due homage to the Old Quarter and the 
French restaurants and getting to some extent en ra~port with 
the Gallic at h ' . mosp ere, we were ready to dnve across the great 
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Huey Long M emorial Bridge and begin our wanderings over 
the watery campaign on the west side of the Mississippi River 
-The Bayou Country. 

And now, with much of my time consumed, I'm still pre
ambling. Sometimes, I find it easier to preamble than to 
amble, and especially in this case. One reasons, it is no easy 
task for me to paint a word-picture of so extensive an area, 
that will develop in one's imagination its brooding loneliness, 
its quietness, though abounding in life, and the fearsomeness 
of its half-made earth lest one be engulfed in it. The solemn 
cypress jungles have little undergrowth, and the canopy of 
these tall, slender trees prevent only an occasional ray of sun
shine to reach its dark waters . The only sound is the frequent 
thud of a fish, or the cry of a disturbed water bird. The alli
gator may be close and the muskrats abound, but they are 
silent. 

Then away from these jungles, one has a sweep of the 
wet prairies until the ocean of blue sky meets the ocean of 
green grass. Not a tree, not a house, not a human, lest he be 
paddling a pirogue with his gun and his traps, in some unseen 
bayou . All is ageless and still and wet. The Philosopher of 
Solitud~ could find no better place than here to sit and 
medita te and brood over his melancholy views of life. If these 
scenes will not stir the sensitivity of one's being, then surely 
that one is a realist and should not go to this bayou country. 
H e would only see dank grass and fl atness and decay and 
muck and mire and out-moded people. 

After crossing the river and driving several miles, with 
dank cypress jungles on either side and practically sealevel, we 
came to our first settlement-Des Allemands. We stopped for 
gas- not particularly needing any, but were looking for color. 

Mr. H enry remarked to the a ttendant: "This certainly is a 
funny country." The attendant snapped back: "I was -·fn 

Gatlinburg last summer, and that was a funny country." "And 
why was Gatlinburg funny?" Mr. Henry asked. "Why, every 
time I got out of my car, I'd have to put on my brake to keep 
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it from running off. We don't put on brakes here when we 
stop." "Well," said Mr. Henry, "if it isn't funny it's flat." 

Leaving Des Allemands, elevation 4 feet, and agreeing 
that this was, at least, a flat country, we drove on to Race
land, elevation 6 feet, where U. S. Highway 90 crosses Bayou 
Lafourche. I was -there some forty years ago, before there 
were any highways. 

Here, we decided to turn south, down Bayou Lafourche 
and go to Grand Isle out in the Gulf, and then turn back 
northward. We passed Lockport, elevation 5 feet, where the 
Intracoastal Canal, coming from the west, enters the bayou; 
then on to LaRose, elevation 5 feet, where the canal leaves 
the bayou, to end opposite New Orleans. LaRose is a shrimp
ing and sportsman's village; Golden Meadow, elevation 2 feet, 
and population 3000, with shrimp processing and drying 
sheds, supplied by 300 luggers and is a great sportsman center. 
Below here the bayou banks are lost at sealevel and grassy 
marsh stretches away to the horizon; Leeville, on stilts, is the 
largest oil field in this Gulf area. From Leeville to Grand Isle, 
some 20 miles, there is only grassy marsh over which we 
traveled on a paved road that seemed to be on a foundation 
of pea-soup consistency. One is a bit nervous and the ten
dency to keep in the middle of the road is strong. I could 
feel Mr. Henry leaning against me as we bowled along. 
Finally, crossing a mile-long concrete bridge, we were on the 
west end of Grand lsle-7 miles long, and up to one and a 
half miles wide, and 3 feet above sealevel, population 1250 
and 70 miles south of Raceland. 

A Fais-Do-Do! Saturday night on Grand Isle! Out in the 
Gulf below New Orleans! The wind blowing a sou-easter, 
and the Island only 3 feet above sealevel! The crowd had 
gathered and it was a heterogeneous group of old people, 
young people and babies, as well as of racial origins but 
predominantly French. They had but . two thoughts; To 
plagu~ Bacchus with their beer and barbecue and to plague 
T~rpstchore with their jitter-bug jazz. Two fiddles two 
~~n 1 ' ' a ratt e drum and cymbals, and all set to go! 
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Mr. Henry and I sat and watched and laughed and 
cheered and consumed some beer and barbecue, but didn't 
shake a leg. We were mindful of Mr. Justice Holmes' remark 
to Chief Justice Hughes, after passing a handsome lady on 
the street. And how they ate, and how they drank beer, and 
how they danced! They danced all our lively steps, and some 
of their own. One they particularly liked was, when five or 
seven or ten joined hands, then circled to the right so many 
steps and dipped, then circled to the left so many steps and 
dipped, then kicked out so many times and dipped, and then 
repeat. Each recurring time was a faster tempo, until the 
dancers gave up in despair and in great merriment. There 
were two little girls about waist high to a grownup, who 
could do the rumba with seductive skill. They were fre
quently urged to do solos. 

The mad music and merry rhythm of the dancer's feet 
got my feet to marking time, and when the gaily dressed, 
sixteen year old bar-serving maid brought me another beer, I 
asked if she would dance with me. She looked me over with 
scrutinizing eyes and remarked: "Can you dance yet?" I 
blew the foam from my beer mug and let it go at that. 

Mr. Henry and I enjoyed it though, even if we did not 
dance. It was all quite different from the ball rooms of Mem
phis. At about eleven-thirty, we went back to our hotel-The 
Oleander-where Mr. Henry upbraided our 64 year old land
lady for not being at the dance so that we might have had a 
whirl with someone in our class. She snapped back: "I had 
to stay here, but don't think I can't dance. I can shake a leg 
with any of 'em." 

Take the fun away from Grand Isle, there is nothing left 
to put pepper and spice in life. A salty beach, littered with 
flotsam on the seaward side, a few cabins and eating places 
and rooming houses along the middle of its length and long 
fishing piers on the landward side are not very exciting. The 
great Caribbean hurricanes pile the water against the shore of 
this island, until, finally at times, the waves sweep over the 
entire island. Efforts have been made to establish a resort 
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here and they might have succeeded but for these occasional, 
devastating storms. But today, the sun was shining and we 
were unafraid. 

Grand Isle made its place in history and geography before 
and during the Civil War as a pirate's nest. The shade of 
Jean Lafitte, the corsair, smuggler, dealer in black ivory, 
intrepid soldier of fortune, pirate and patriot stands out in 
clear relief, thumbing his nose at the Law, of which he was 
unafraid. These islands in Barataria Bay were his rendezvous, 
and he was safe in his treacherous domain. 

The greater pirates have given way to lesser pirates who 
hire themselves and their boats to sporting fishermen, and it is 
indeed a fisherman's paradise. Mr. Henry insists if all the 
fish were taken out of these warm, rich waters, the sealevel 
would be lowered around Grand Isle. We were there at mid
morning on a Saturday, and the fishing piers were alive with 
fishermen and fish. A small boy, waiting for his dad's boat to 
be readied, had a line in the water at the edge of the pier, 
and had caught two unwary shrimp. He put them on the 
plank floor, and along came a man who stepped on them. 
The outraged youngster yelled: "Why don't you look where 
you're walking, you big footed bum?" I liked his defensive 
spirit. 

. While there is much pleasure fishing, commercial fishing 
IS the main business on the island. Shrimp was being proc
essed for shipment, oysters were being shelled and many 
~inds of fish were being prepared for market. These process
mgs are not too pleasing to one's sensorium at times as 
witness the lady watching several men removing the h~ads: 
scales and viscera from great piles of fish. She grew faint 
and turned away and asked one of the men: "Mister, do you 
ever eat fish?" 

. Grand Isle is just the Gulf end of this strange land. Turn
mg back northward for two hundred miles the surface 
gradually f" · ' 
d f

. grows Irmer m places and the bayous more 
e med and th b k h" h . . f ' e an s 1g er and wider and more smtable 
or the habitations of man. 
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The Mississippi River Delta-the ragged fringe of a 
continent-is the ever unfinished job of this river. The waters 
from three-fourths of the green area of the United States, 
find their way to the Mississippi, and to the Gulf. This is a 
mighty lot of water to be spilt in one place. The heavy load of 
silt carried by this great volume of water is soon deposited, 
and the new, halfmade land comprising this great area of 
marsh prairie and jungle west of New Orleans is the end 
result and is the Bayou Country. 

A bayou is usually the product of an oversupply of water 
on level land, that has nowhere specially to go, and is never 
in a hurry. The shallow bayous and lagoons and lakes in this 
delta area are all this, and form a tangle of waterways without 
pattern or purpose, lost in the prodigious flat landscape. Some 
of these bayou banks are high enough for the habitations of 
man, but the much greater part of them just meander over 
vast square miles of grassy marshes that one needs snow-shoes 
and faith in the Lord to walk upon. Though there are count
less bayous, only a few of them were once outlets for the 
master stream. So most of them have no relation to drainage 
and just curve and twist, branch and stop and take up again 
and are so prodigal in numbers as to make an intricate pat
tern of lace on a grand scale. Quietly, without erosive force, 
the waters in these bayous, some only the width of a canoe 
and again, spreading out into lagoons and lakes, drift slowly 
gulfward, and this water is dark and murkey and rich and 
warm. 

The Atchafalaya River and Bayou Lafourche were once 
part of the main outlets of this river water, and there was a 
continuous process of land making going on over this entire 
area. But man chose to change nature's ways of doing things. 
He built levees to compell ALL this water to flow down to 
the Gulf through one channel-the Mississippi River. The 
Atchafalaya and Lafourche hi d no further duty but to carry 
the local rain water. This stopped the process of filling up 
this halfmade area, and as it now stands, it has the appearance 
of a vast perpetual overflow, while the present mouth of the 
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Mississippi River is sticking farther and farther out into the 
Gulf like a sore thumb. 

But do not let yourself be fooled into believing that 
"marsh" in Louisiana means waste, for it is a very much 
occupied area. These delta marshes lead the nation in Migra
tory bird-life. Shrimp, crabs and oysters line the shallow 
bottoms, and fish of many kinds abound; the lazy alligator 
glides stealthily through jungle and grass and the frisky 
muskrat is everywhere; mosquitoes and other insects in 
countless millions delight in this warmth and decay and 
humidity; tree moss lends a ragged aspect, hanging loosely 
from twisted live-oaks and cypress trees in the frequent 
jungles. One year's catch of muskrats number over 8 million 
and over 28,000 alligators and tons of bullfrogs, to say nothing 
of all kinds of fish and game and tree moss, all make this 
place apart in its formation and in its teeming life. And this 
is the Bayou Country of .Louisiana. 

The first settlers of this delta area were mainly French, 
directly from France. There were aristocrats and titled gentry 
among them, and they settled in New Orleans and along the 
high banks of the river. From among them carne governors 
and generals and owners of great plantations when Sugar was 
King, and in the early days they dominated all phases of life 
in New Orleans. But we are not concerned with them. 

The first settlers of the Bayou Country were also French 
and Catholic, but there was little in common between them 
save nationality and religion. The forebears of these people 
migrated from France to Nova Scotia three hundred years 
ago, and were exiled from there by the British two hundred 
years ago. Some of them found their way to southern 
~ui~i~na,. an? others followed later. The high banks of the 
Mississippi RIVer were more or less ocupied by the earlier 
French settlers, so the only land left for these newcomers was 
the narrow banks of these numerous bayous. 

:or many years after these Acadians began to find their 
way Into this bayou country, little was heard of them. They 
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were left alone to develop this unwanted area to suit their own 
way of living. It was a peaceful invasion of these low, wet 
lands. They built their houses on the bayou banks and farmed 
the ground back to the wet marsh-maybe a quarter of a mile, 
maybe a hundred feet. The French colonies in New Orleans 
provided them with cows, chickens and seeds and they were 
soon raising the simple necessities of life. All of them used the 
infinite other square miles of prairie and jungle for fishing 
and trapping and hunting and gathering tree moss. Their 
economy was that of the small collector of what nature had 
to give. 

While we speak of Louisiana as being the deepest of the 
deep South, this Cajun country is not Southern. They brought 
with them their religion and traditions, and in 200 years, they 
have not lost much of their old ways nor taken on much that 
is new. It was instilled into them to beware of "les autres" 
and "je fais comme mon pere"-I do as my father-are the 
rules of their lives. But they are as loyal Americans as we 
have anywhere. 

Among their customs are: Their individual Mardi Gras, a 
one day affair; their Charivaris-a nuptial night's raucous 
serenade; their Boucheries-a killing of fresh meat and divid
ing it; their Ressambles-a getting together at regular inter
vals of members of a family; their Fais-Do-Dos-a Saturday, 
all night dancing and eating affair; walking in the dew with 
bare feet on St. John's day to insure good health; blessing of 
amulets and vehicles by the priests; their annual pirogue races 
in Barataria Bay, by the fishermen and trappers and their 
great ceremony of blessing their fishing fleets at the legal 
opening of the shrimping season-a very colorful affair. In 
August, this age-old ritual is carried out by the priests and 
altar boys: 

"Hear, Oh Lord, our supplication and bless all these 
ships that carry forth, as thou did'st deign to bless the Ark of 
Noah, floating on the flood. Extend to them, Oh Lord, thy 
right hand as thou did'st extend it to blessed Peter, walking 
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on the waves, and send thy holy angel from heaven to guard 

them ever." 

As this ritual is being performed, the priests parade over 
the 300 luggers anchored, four abreast, and decorated for the 
gala ocasion, while the altar boys sprinkle holy water upon 
them. Mter this ceremony, there is a grand parade by the 
boats in the Atchafalaya River and then all winds up in a 
great jollification and feast requiring two tons or more of 
shrimp to feed the assembled multitude. 

The Cajuns are devoutly religious, thrifty and industrious 
and pleasure loving. They work and play and make love with 
great enthusiasm and marry early. They demonstrate great 
fertility and the love of family is deeply rooted within them. 
Week-ends are their time for play. They will go to daybreak 
Mass on Sunday, and then go fishing or hunting; or they will 
gather in small groups and drink and gamble in a very small 
way; or they will enjoy racing their ponies or indulging in a 
cock fight and return, late at night, to their homes without a 
troubled conscience. 

Special effort is made to give those who live off the main 
thorofares some religious and cultural teachings. A French 
patois is the language spoken. Children go to small schools in 
pi rogues; small missions are here and there; priests spend 
much time in boats visiting remote people; the mail is dis
tributed by boatmen over miles of waterways; boats carrying 
small circulating libraries or doctors and dentists make sched
uled trips over these areas. Many canals have connected one 
bayou with another, and one can go anywhere over this vast 
area in a pirogue. It is Venice on a grand scale. In every way 
their whole life's cycle is determined and governed by water. 

Naturally, the modern tempo of our new American life 
must be reflected among these seemingly immoble Cajuns. 
There is nought that can be dumb and blind to the influence 
of railroads and paved highway~ where there had been none; 
or t~ ~he spread of information by such means as the radio, 
television and the cinema; or the intermingling of people by 
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the automobile. Besides, industry has come among these 
Cajuns, revolutionizing their working habits and living stand
ards, what, with oil wells making their country look like an 
angry porcupine; or by special processes of levying and 
mechanical drainage, large sugar plantations are being 
developed; or where the world's greatest lumps of salt are 
being mined; or where fishing and trapping have become a 
highly organized commercial industry. All of these bring in 
an alien people, and will break down provincialism. Even so, 
one has only to remove oneself from the banks of the two 
great bayous-Lafourche and Teche-to find oneself in a 
primitive French, Catholic domain whose lares and penates 
have changed little in three hundred years. 

The towering Alp of this vast sealevel marsh prairie is 
Avery Island. It is nearly two hundred feet above the sea and 
ten miles from the Gulf. This is a mountain with distinctions, 
and there are six reasons that give this peak a place in the 
Hall of Fame. First: It is not an Island. Second: It is the 
highest relief from the montony of dead-pan along the entire 
Gulf coast. Third : It is the origin and home of Tabasco 
Sauce. Fourth: It is the home of the second dispensation of 
the snow-white egrets. Fifth: It has the most remarkable 
jungle garden in our land, and Sixth: It is solid salt. 

Geological processes formed, in the infinite past, a 
stratum of salt that is now 35,000 feet below sealevel. With 
the advent of man and potatoes, nature decided to open this 
store-house of salt. By giving a mighty squeeze, it cracked the 
overlying strata of earth, _through which the salt slowly oozed 
upward until equilibrium was restored, and lo! there was 
Avery Island. This statement is vouched for by a Prof. of 
L.S.U. 

This column of salt is seven miles deep, but no one knows 
the size of the pyramid. It is almost two miles across the top 
and there are near 2000 acres of rich land covering this salt 
dome that is surrounded by sealevel marsh. There are five of 
these domes in this Sodium Chloride chain of Mountains. 
Jefferson Island is the next highest, and is where "Jefferson 
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Island Salt" is mined. It was once owned by Joseph Jefferson. 
Weeks Island is a third dome that is being mined. They are 
only a few miles apart. 

Salt is therefore, mixed with the genesis of Avery Island. 
Then came Mr. Marsh, an early owner, who introduced Sugar 
cane and then came the Mexican War soldier, bringing his hot 
pepper from Mexico. So, now, you have the Island's early 
history in chronological order: Salt! Sugar! Pepper! But 
there are even more dramatic features. 

From these hot peppers, brought back by the returning 
soldier, developed Tabasco Sauce, that universal condiment 
that brings tears to the eyes of the gourmet who is too 
liberal with these fiery drops. They grow the peppers on the 
Island and manufacture the sauce. One is intrigued while 
watching the little bottles pass through intricate machinery 
to be filled, sealed, labeled and packed without being touched 
by hand of woman. 

The mining of salt is done in the manner of mining 
coal. Five hundred feet down electric mo tors on steel tracks 
are pulling and pushing dozens of cars loaded with salt, after 
blasting, by electric shovels, and then dumped into big 
hoppers, when it is elevated to the surface, where it is proc
essed. There are twenty odd oil wells in production and more 
a-drilling. There is a fine herd of cattle. There is the un
believable white egret sanctuary, with thousands of these 
beautiful birds, as gentle as the fowls in a barn-yard. But for 
Edward Avery Mcilhenny, there m ight not be any white 
ecrrets, while now, they are no longer to be counted. Then on 
this hill-top, is a veritable horticultural exhibition of native 
and exotic flowers and shrubs and trees and everything else 
tha~ will grow in this warm, rich, damp climate. It is more 
vaned than Bellingrath, not as brilliant as the Charleston 
.Garden_s, yet it surpasses all of them in variety, and size and 
In exotic specimens and in arrangement and location. The 
most ~ramatic spot in this famous garden is the high point 
on which a Buddha sits in his shrine gazing serenely over the 
vast · ' 

' qUiet savannas into the Gulf, guarded by two great 
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elephants. First seen through the uncertain leaves, one 
startled by so unexpected a sight. "Gautama" is a long 
from his home, where he sat for a thousand years in 
Sanfu Temple near Peiping. This temple was looted in 
Japan's war on China, and Edward Mcilhenny became the 
owner of Gautama and brought him to his garden. Even so, 
his smile is as inscrutable here in these marshland as in his 
temple in China. 

We had been invited by Mrs. Mcilhenny and her daugh
er, Mrs. Simmons, for lunch. On arriving, we were directed 
into the presence of the Mistress of the Manor House by a 
pleasing, greyhaired, colored servant. We found Mrs. Edward 
A very Mcilhenny a Princess by every right, and this courtesy 
put a human touch into our concept of Avery Island as merely 
a show place for itinerant tourists at a price. Surely it would 
be difficult to find a parallel to this amazing dome raising its 
head 200 feet above the vast watery expanse surrounding it. 

The writer of "The Amazing Amazon" makes the signifi
cant statement that the development of that over-rich country 
will bypass the railroad era, and that highways, and water
ways, and airways will be the means of transportation. And so 
it IS with this bayou country with particular emphasis on 
waterways. 

There are two railroads out of New Orleans, one going 
up the left bank of the river and one striking out boldly 
across a quavering earth to Morgan City, and up the Teche 
and on west into Texas-altogether about 350 miles. A high
way parallels these railroads, and one from Donaldsonville 
down the entire length of Bayou Lafourche to Grand Isle. 
There's not much more, and in all, about 800 miles. 

The watery gateways from the river into this mysterious 
and unsubstantial area are four in number: The lock at 
Algiers below New Orle~ns, the Harvey lock across from New 
Orleans, the Plaquemine lock, and the Port Allen lock oppo
site Baton Rouge. Canals leaving these locks run into a net
work of large and small canals, bayous and lakes to an extent 
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that is unbelievable. About 600 miles of these canals belong to 
the Federal Government and are toll free. But there are 
hundreds of miles of other canals, down to canoe size? over 
the entire area. These are all waterways without distinction 
save one: The Intracoastal Waterway. 

The Intracoastal \Vaterway is like any other pioneering 
development, it's been a long time a-growing. As completed, 
it extends from Boston to the Rio Grande River, except 
across Florida, and is nearly 3000 miles in length. It began at 
various times and at many places and by private enterprises. 
It was all finally acquired by the Federal Government by 
1925, and was widened and deepened and lengthened and 
locks built where necessary, and completed in 1949. It is of 
inestimable value to coastal shipping, providing safety for 
small boats from the dangerous storms along the Atlantic and 
the Gulf coasts. 

So far as the Mississippi Delta is concerned, this canal 
begins at the Harvey lock, across from New Orleans, and 
continues westward to Vermillion River-160 miles, having 
railroad connections at Houma and Morgan City. It is 125 
feet wide, 12 feet deep and was begun in 1737. It runs 
through protected bays, lakes, widened bayous and through 
grassy marshes. Tonnage increased 300 percent between 1930 
and 1949. Oil first and sugar comprise over half the tonnage. 
As feeders, there are twelve canals, some of which are as 
much as 100 miles long, these canals cross other connecting 
canals and bayous, which give this area a waterway access 
~ro~ any one place to another, in the entire delta. It is an 
mtnc~te pattern of waterways, and is without parallel in 
Amenca. 

The Atchafalaya Basin, which lies between Bayous 
LaFourche and Teche, is a great cypress swamp of jungle 
and open water. Grand Lake and Six Mile Lake form a 
~dy 0~ open water beginning at Morgan City and extending 
b ~ ~des north, and is ten miles wide in places. This great 

R~m Is unfinished ground because the silt bearing Mississippi 
Iver water wa d d ff . . . s amme o and It will remam the o-reatest 
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jungle in our land for all time unless these ~aters are 
back into it. This swamp is a hundred miles long and 
miles wide, and in which there is no tillable land. 

There are many sidelights-legendary and 
would lend much color and interest to this story, but time 
not permit detailing them. One is the Evangeline legend. 
This story is highly propagandized to attract tourists. There 
is a statue of the tragic maiden, and a park and museum dedi
cated to her memory, fictional though it be, at St. Martin
ville, on the lovely Teche. But they deny the Longfellow 
story, and locally, have another one that failed to catch the 
imagination. 

The "Horse and Buggy" tradition has almost become a 
legend. We saw not one. We did see a small donkey with 
sorrowful mien, hitched to a battered, two-wheeled cart, with 
a barrel on it. It was being driven by a small negro boy, who 
looked happier than the donkey. Mr. Henry insisted this 
equipage could rate as a "horse and buggy," if I must 
one, but I was not convinced. 

The Bayou Country of the Mississippi Delta is no longer.• 
solely the land of the dispersed Acadians. The railroads, 
highways and the automobiles have brought in an alien 
lation, particularly along the two great bayous, until 
highways along them are just conventional, 
watch-your-step thoroughfares, with all the modern 
sories strung along. 

The population along the hundreds of miles of 
bayous is still French, Catholic, provincial and static, 
cannot grow much, as the tillable area is fully occupied. 
other ninety percent of these ten millions of acres are left 
the birds and alligators and muskrats and coons and 
and skunks and diamond-back terrapins and bull frogs 
fish and oysters and crabs and shrimp and moss and 
toes for the benefit, mainly, of those who still live by 
motto: "Je fais comme mon pere." 

FINIS 
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THE COMMUTATION OF 
PERSONAL SERVICES FOR MONEY 

BY GEORGE A ws UMB 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs/' April 16, 1953) 

Even before the Norman conquest, it was customary in 
France and Germany, for those Warrior companions who 
were personally attached to the king's war band, to receive 
estates from the folkland in reward for their personal services. 

William the Conqueror, a man of unusual ability and 
leadership in war and peace, had laid the foundations for a 
strong central government on this principle of subinfeudation. 
Nobles and knights, by grants of land from the king, became 
his vassals and the tenants of the lord attached themselves to 
their vassal lord for mutual protection. 

The reign of William the Red and Henry I strengthened 
this strong central power, by enlisting the loyalty and support 
of their English subjects and those who remained of the Saxon 
thanes with their serfs. 

The income of the government was not sufficient to carry 
on all the necessary duties and responsibilities required of it. 
The king overcame these difficulties in part, by the employ
ment of church dignitaries in positions of trust, who were paid 
by the church. 

Civil strife among the feudal barons, during the unfor
tunate reign of Stephen, indicated to the people what out
rages the stern Norman rule had saved them from. 

Henry II, backed by the strong leadership of the church, 
restored a central government with authority. He acquired 
large territories in France by marriage and inheritance. With 
the assistance of his chancellor Becket he laid siege to Tou
louse. This led to results not anticipated at the time. A uni
versal rul: of the feudal system had held, that military ten
an~ holdmg possessions from the crown were obliged to give 
their personal attendance on the king during his wars. 
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This obligation was for a certain length of time and did 
not include travel time. For such duties in England this was 
not objectionable, but for crossing the Channel, that was an
other matter. The burden of defending these distant areas, 
which had at one time appeared as an advantageous source 
of revenue for the crown, became a great, unfair and intoler
able load on the English tenants and- lords. 

A commutation of this payment in kind for a payment in 
money, which was a fair and equal assessment on all, was 
an advantage to both parties. It relieved the baronage from 
a most unequal burden and gave the king a manageable 
revenue to work with. This commutation, said to have been 
negotiated by Becket, was known as the "great scutage" or 
"shield money," collected for each fief and was at the time a 
crushing blow at the barons' power to rise against the king. 
In the course of time the scutage was dropped and a subsidy 
based on valuq.tion, made in the time of Edward I and re
vised under Edward III, was substituted. However it still re
mained, a substitution of money for personal services. 

The contribution was extracted only from those liable 
i.e., the immediate tenants of the crown; persons who held 
lands by rent, or by base tenure, as shown by the taxing rolls 
of Edward I. 

In this manner the English king was enabled to maintain 
a military force of picked and trained volunteers. It does not 
appear that Henry II used this scutage very much. Richard I 
in his ten years reign was not long in England. 

King John antagonized his people by continually calling 
for the scutage from his tenants on the plea of losing Nor
mandy and his mother's Duchy. However as is well known, 
he employed these funds in maintaining foreign mercenaries 
on English soil for the oppression of his English subjects. 

It became apparent that, sooner or later the English 
prelates, the baronage and the common people would join in 
common cause against the crown, and demand that they must 
be consulted before the king could levy the military tax. 
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In the year 1216 the principle of popular assent to all 
extraordinary taxes was affirmed in the great charter, was 
confirmed later, and never lost sight of thereafter. 

To quote from Thorold Rogers, "The right of the sub
ject to examine into and interpret the needs of the crown, to 
give or to refuse subsidies, was the origin and remained the 
essence of the parliamentary system. Several times during the 
reiun of Henry III, before parliamentary government had 

0 

formed and developed, the great council summoned by him, 
debated the king,s necessities and gave or refused to give as
sistance to the exchequer." "Debate involved the inherent 
right of refusal and Matthew Paris recorded at the time, that 
refusal was not infrequent." 

"Th!f commutation of personal ser'Vices for money was the 
germ of the parliamentary system, of the power of the Com
mons over the public purse and of the appropriation of sup
ply." Grants to the crown, of money in the form of tax levies, 
involved relinquishment of long held authority and privilege 
by the crown. 

It was the means by which England created an army 
which from time to time had no parallel in efficiency. 

It broke down the distinctions of birth and race. None 
but the freeholder could serve in the militia; but servile birth 
was no obstacle to enlistment in the king,s own army. Sir Rob
ert Sale, of villein descent, was only one of many who thru 
this opportunity became great soldiers and leaders. 

The peasant of that age had some few solid elements of 
satisfaction, and often encouraged by such examples, had not 
a few hopes of future advancement for himself or his chil
dren. Therefore it was not uncommon for him to save out of 
his scanty means, that his son might buy a license, attend the 
schools and take orders, recalling how Grostete, ''greatest 
scholar of the 13th century Oxford, a friend of reforming 
friars, enemy of the Roman Court and the advocate of Eng
land for the English, was born a serf." 

While in France and Germany class distinction was in
tensified as time went on, the nobility in England was con-
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stantly recruited from the army, the church or the marts of 
trade. 

It appears therefore that the beginning of great social 
and political achievements may be traced, thru the commuta
tion of personal services, to those foreign possessions of Eng
lish kings that were united with Britain by the Norman Con
quest and remained to a greater or less extent for almost four 
centuries. This commutation also led directly to parliamentary 
institutions, which by means of grants to the crown furthered 
the development of public liberties and private rights. 

It created a spirit of independence in the English people. 
It united all parties, the nobles spasmodically and last of all 
against the extravagant pretentions of the royal prerogative; 
so that England at a very early period was the background for 
many unusual political events. 

In Germany the Pope was able to ruin the imperial fam
ily, and the German princes, by their actions, were able to 
degrade the imperial authority. In France a change of dynasty 
was effected three times, due to the decline of a reigning 
house and the rise of a powerful subject. But in England the 
people have deposed the reigning monarch six times, selecting 
five times a member of the same family and twice, in earlier 
times, the king had barely escaped dethronement. 

It does not seem possible, that this unity of purpose 
could have been developed, if there had not been a com
munity of interest and a familiarity with the agency by which 
discontent could be effectively expressed. 

The commutation of fixed money payments became the 
rule. The charters of self government, according to the towns, 
were always accompanied by an obligation on the part of the 
town, to pay the fee farm rent of the municipality to the 
sovereign. These annual payments, fixed in amount, were in 
early times an important part of the king's income. The lord 
of the manor was also head of the village and paid to the 
crown a fee or fine in lieu of military service, which from 
early times had been required. Services due the lord from his 
serfs were sometimes sold or farmed out. Tenant farmers were 
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required to give of their labor in lieu of rent as part of the 
aureement by which they held their lands. In most cases the 

1::> 

farmer could now pay the lord in money in place of giving 
the labor that he owed, at a time when he needed to work on 
his own land. Labor over and above this was commuted for 
money because better work was secured by larger money al
lowances in harvest time. Money in lieu of labor rents be
came general as it also saved the land owner the cost of bailiff 
supervision of labor in the field. 

From the middle of the 13th century wool raising had 
been the mainstay of English agriculture and became a con
siderable source of income to the crown. The wars of the 
period were supported mainly on the export tax paid by the 
consumer. The weavers of Flanders and Holland were de
pendent on English wool for their continued prosperity. This 
fact developed exchanges between the two countries, which 
were especially beneficial to English agriculture, by the intro
duction of methods of land improvement, use of fertilizers, 
root and garden cultivation and improvement of grains and 
cattle. 

The export tax was possible because of English monopoly 
which lasted until the middle of the 17th century, and the 
following favorable conditions prevalent at the time. 

1. Wool was a necessity. 

2. There was no substitute for it. 

3. There was no other considerable source of supply. 

4. There was little if any economy practiced in its use. 

"Nobles and clergy were the two powers in the middle 
ages which enforced the subjection or affirmed the duty, of 
those who lived by labor. These all contributed to the support 
of the government, but the king's entourage and foreign fa
vorites wasted much of the crown's resources and contributed 
nothing." 

The reign of Edward I, 1274-1307, was an epoch in 
English history, which consummated the final organization of 
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parliament and negotiated solemn pledges from the king, to 
levy taxes only with the consent of his subjects. 

The great famine of 1315 caused the death of many 
among the laboring people, resulting in a great scarcity of 
labor and a natural increase in wages, due to competitive 
demand for its services. 

In the year 134 7 the scourge of the black death devas
tated the English people and disorganized all classes. This 
calamity also brought with it higher wages, a better standard 
of living and reduced rents. The plague almost emancipated 
the surviving serfs. The conditions of labor and its effect on 
lowering rents and dues became so serious, that the king 
pronounced fixed customary payments should be made and 
none should pay more. However, labor demanded and re
reived higher wages. Lords, barons, abbots and crown tenants 
were heavily fined; laborers were punished and many fled 
into the forests for refuge, but labor remained scarce and 
wages remained excessive in comparison with all previous ex
penence. 

As soon as parliament could assemble they passed a law 
in the year 1351, known as, The Statute of Laborers, which 
remained until repealed by Elizabeth two centuries later. This 
law attempted to fix wages as they were in 1347, the year of 
the great plague and contained the following provisions: 

1. No person under 60 could refuse labor at the customary 
wage, with certain exceptions noted. 

2. No person could quit service under a fixed agreement 
without placing himself liable to imprisonment. 

3. Regular wages were the only recourse in the lord's court. 

4. Lords paying higher wages were liable to treble damages. 

5. Artificers and tradesmen were under the same rules. 

6. Foods must be sold at reasonable prices. 

7. Alms were strictly forbidden to able bodied laborers. 

8. Any excess of wages given or received could be seized for 
the king's use. 
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In answer to complaints this law was constantly re
enacted with accumulating penalties on either or both parties. 

It began to appear that the pf"asants had great power of 
combination which made enforcement of the statute difficult. 
This combination the statute called the "malice of servants in 
husbandry." Many subterfuges were used by both sides to 
evade the law's enforcement. 

Provisions of the farm remained stationary but those 
things which the farmer had to buy increased in cost accord
ing to the labor in them. To illustrate, the red (smoked) and 
the white herring were a popular food along the North Sea 
coast and it was practically all labor. The laborer, the peasant 
and the artisan had become masters of the wage problem. No 
act of parliament had been devised to raise the price of food. 
The lord was obliged to hire his labor to produce, while the 
prosperous tenant with his own family labor could under-sell 
him. A thrifty tenant _could buy more land while the serf 
could escape to the forest and the next county. The struggle 
between labor and ease, obligations and privilege was be
ginning. 

The peasants met the law by combination, organized 
themselves and subscribed considerable money for the defense 
of serfs, payment of fines, supported each other in resistance 
to the law and in demands for higher wages. The secret of 
these organizations was well kept at a time when everyone 
knew his neighbor's affairs and punishment was severe upon 
discovery. 

The landowners were desperate and attempted to re
verse the customary practice of commutation of labor for 
money by force, or at least exact the old labor rents again. 

They never suspected that VVickliff's poor priests had 
been training the peasants in the new Bible reading and had 
stirred their minds with religious socialism. The artisans of 
the larger cities were enthuisastic disciples. Their secrets were 
well kept and the young king Richard II, then 16 years of 
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age, who had fled to the tovver for refuge, heard their de
mand for freedom in these stirring words, "Vve will that you 
make us free forever, ourselves, our heirs, and our lands, and 
that we be called no more bond or so reputed." The king 
signed the document, he had no alternative. 

Tyler was treacherously slain by the king's guard shortly 
thereafter. The war was over in a week. The crown's agents 
hung their victims in every district, the leaders of the poor 
priests being among those selected for punishment. Tyler's 
plan was to establish a government of county districts, by men 
like himself, similar to Cromwell's scheme in the 17th century. 
Contemporary commentaries have recorded that, "Tyler, ac..; 
cording to the judgment of his enemies, (the unsuccessful 
leaders of insurrections have no friends) , was a man of ready 
abilities and sound sense." 

Sept. 16, the king's councilors put before parliament the 
confirmation or revocation of the charter he had signed, but it 
was rejected with the following comment, "That all grants of 
liberties and manumission to the said villeins and bond ten
ants, obtained by force, are in disherison of them, the lords 
and commons and to the destruction of the realm, and there
fore null and void"; and they added that, "This consent they 
would never give to save themselves from perishing all to
gether in one day." 

The government policy was not unfriendly to the emanci
pation of the serfs, or the improvement of their conditions, 
but the predictions of certain ruin for their institutions, if con
cessions were granted; the intrigues, hypocrisies and false
hoods in general circulation at the time, might have been the 
excuse for the timidity whjch resisted acknowledgment of the 
public rights of the common people. 

Though it was not at first apparent the real victory was 
with the peasants. vVise councilors began to see it was better 
to grant and concede where others with less vision clamored 
for resistance. 

To quote from Thorold Rogers, "Liberty and property, 
the two conditions of the social order, have been invoked as 
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names by those who know nothing of any liberty, but their 
own privilege to do wrong, and no property but that which 
custom has allowed them to appropriate and fence." 

The custom of commuting old labor rents for money pay
ments became universal. Tyler's insurrection was called by a 
later philosopher, "the outcome of an age in which social in
equality was over keenly felt." 

The vengeance of the king and his councilors was with
out mercy. The poor priests, Bible men and Lollards were 
driven from Oxford, left the country, were burned as heretics 
or in some cases recanted and became bishops. The success 
of their mission was due to the fact that they were ready to 
sacrifice all for their creed. They were in a way communists 
devoted to social equality preached at a time of high wages 
and low prices. 

When dissatisfaction with government stirred the people, 
the poor priests sought to reform the conduct of affairs during 
a time of general prosperity, well knowing that outbreaks of 
despair lack of organization necessary to attain the end to
ward which they strive. To preach social equality to the indi
gent could serve no good purpose, when the overpowering 
sense of struggle for bare existence left no room for any 
other thought. 

The leased lands of the absentee landlord under per
petual tenancies at fixed rents, were first affected under a 
system in which the commutation of labor for money was a 
necessity; since the labor rent could not be used by the land
lord who had no lands in his own hands. 

The effect of the great . plague and several plagues there
after, gradually led to the abandonment of landlord cultiva
tion due to the scarcity of labor and the resulting high cost. 
The vicar took over the control of the traditional tithes as a 
moderate rent charge. The tenant farmer took the place of 
the landlord. 

The stock and land lease, freehold and copyhold devel
oped the farmer into a capitalist tenant, rare in the 14th cen
tury but increasing to the middle of the 15th. In the 14th 
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century there was abundant land for sale with few buyers 
while a century later land values rose with the appearance 
of many small buyers. 

The efforts of large land . owners to discourage and pre
vent the purchase of land and stock by small farmers re
sulted only in panic of the market and disastrous depreciation. 

History records that, the gradual disappearance of the 
capitalist landlord and the decline of stock and land letting 
were among the important consequences that brought about 
a permanent epoch in the social and economic conditions of 
the country. 

When the stock and land lease system ceased, the younger 
son no longer had an interest in the estate. The war with 
France had been maintained in the interest of the younger 
sons. The law of primogeniture became absolute and domi
nant. Parliamentary attainder and the system of quartering 
the younger son on the public purse perpetuated his poverty. 
He became an adventurer, a soldier of fortune, at times mis
chievous and troublesome. 

"The development of the younger son as a social pauper 
and leech is at the bottom of most of the financial extrava
gancies and all of the financial meanness of English adminis
tration to our day," says Rogers, and continues, "The origin 
of the principle of vested interests, most anti-social and dan
gerous doctrine, which has pretended to justify itself by the 
robbery of all labor and will justify the antagonism of all 
labor to privilege." 

By the end of the 15th century the strong English bench, 
which the Platagenets had built up and used for the main
tenance of civil rights and extension of liberties, had sunk 
to the lowest depths of depravity, by the continuous selection 
of · the basest judges and lawyers in the prosecution of claimE 
and descreditable practices. 

Henry VIII succeeded to a position of great strength in 
a time of new world discoveries, daring adventures and great 
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movements in the church. He was popular, as wasteful people 
generally are and he sought after and found new ways of 

raising money. 

The dissolution of the monasteries and appointment of 
himself as head of the church brought extensive lands and in
come to the crown, but took from the common people much 

that was good. 

The confiscation of the Guild revenues and dissolution of 
most of these societies had a very detrimental and far reach
ing effect on all artisans and laborers. Many of these guilds 
for trades, arts and manufacturing, had been in existence in 
the towns even before the Norman conquest. 

They were originally organized for self protection and 
gave to the trading towns a military system. Their apprentice
ship system was widely copied. They were endowed by wealthy 
members and became the Benefit Societies of the middle ages, 
making loans to members and others without usury. The 
guilds made frequent gifts to Oxford and in the early days 
supported a stated number of beneficiaries. They exercised 
great care in bestowing privileges, protected the serf from un
just persecution and the innocent purchaser of stolen property 
from punishment. 

These drastic acts of depredation and oppression were 
followed by the debasement of the currency. The historian 
records that, "People fell into the delusion that high prices 
due to over issues of paper, coinage of an overvalued metal, 
or excessive speculation are evidence of prosperity." 

Elizabeth instituted a new coinage of silver but it was 
already too late. "The effect of the base money for only 16 
years," says the historian, "had been potent enough to last 
and dominate wages for three centuries." 

16th century labor was demoralized by these unwise ac
tions of their government. Gone were the Guild loans, the 
benefit societies, the funds for schools, hospitals and alms
?ouses. The poor were unable to borrow for urgent needs and 
Insurance for the protection of youth and old age was im-
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possible. All these and others were benefits that had grown 
out of private and community enterprise over several cen
turies. 

In their place laws were made to keep labor down 
others prospered. A limit was placed on apprenticeships 
tradesmen and artisans and all others were classed as labor. 
Allowances made from the Parish fund encouraged the indi
gent. 

Justices fixed the wages in husbandry and handicraft. 
Quarter session fixed a low wage for labor, knowing that 
the county must provide benefit of a low wage, to only a few 
employers. In the cities this was serious for those who did not 
employ labor. Observers noted that, "the effect of the law 
was bad even in good times and tended to keep wages hope
lessly low." Guaranteed relief had the effect· of discouraging 
foresight and thrift among laborers. 

The Church with its tithe had provided that one third 
be given to the poor by the monasteries. When these were 
abolished, people were exhorted to give to the poor and upon 
refusal were reprimanded by the Vicar or Bishop or publicly 
advertised and sometimes imprisoned. 

It was only a step to Act 43 of Elizabeth, "with the regu
lar appointment of assessors and levy of rates, for supplying 
work to the able-bodied, for giving relief to the infirm and 
old, and for binding apprentices." The act was made per
petual in 1601 and lasted until 1835. "This remarkable law," 
says the historian, "was to do what the church monastery, 
neighborhood guilds and benefices had done in earlier times." 
"The English poor law w<l.s the outcome of great crimes by 
government, created beggary, wretchedness and crime among 
men who lived but for the day and lost all interest in to
morrow. Society and wealth they looked upon as the cause 
of their misery which they measured by the opulence of 
others." 

The 14th and 15th centuries, a time of increasing wages 
and decreasing food prices, was reversed in the 16th century 
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causing the conditions of the common people to deteriorate 

rapidly. 

Pauperism for labor was the inevitable result. The combi
nation of labor in partnership was declared by law to be a 
crime of conspiracy, subject to severe penalties. English labor 
deprived of the freedom and right to bargain for its services 
in the open market found itself helpless in the face of an ex
panding national prosperity and remained so for at least two 
centuries. 

We are living in a time when the serfs of the earth are 
asking for freedom, for themselves, their lands, their heirs, 
and that they may no longer be called subject peoples, or be 
unjustly segregated from others by race, creed or color. 

Many are under the leadership of ambitious, cruel and 
godless men, whose communistic philosophy is built upon the 
foundation of submission, and whose principal governmental 
policy is based upon the idea, that it is the lot of the poor 
to labor and their duty to be patient. 

For more than a half century Americans have been en
gaged, from time to time, in foreign wars waged primarily 
for the freedom of others, or for the support of democratic 
peoples under attack by despots. We as a nation have given 
our "shield money" in lieu of personal services that this 
might be so and this we have done of our own free will and 
will continue to do. 

We in America are free, the public rights and privileges, 
which the peasants, barons and churchmen of early England 
acquired thru centuries of conflict, became ours by inher
itance. There are those in our midst who would sell these 
dearly bought rights for "thirty pieces of silver." There are 
others who would betray us to our enemies with the basest 
treachery, while still others would dilute the law of the land 
with a creeping socialism. 

I believe in a law of compensation wherein we must give 
as we have received; but to give of our basic public rights as 
a people and join with others, in what might be called a 
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Union of Confusion, would only open the gates to anoth 
flood of traitors and detractors. 

We as a nation have done much that is noble in th 
past fifty years, but in the eyes of the world we are not per. 
feet. Unless we relinquish and abandon certain practic 
which find their apology in the injuries of others, real 
imaginary, the progress of our noble crusade may be retard 
and eventually crushed. 
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CHEMICAL HOE HANDS 

By w. c. LASSETTER 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs/' Feb. 19, 1953) 

It must have been late in the 19th Century that Prof. 
King of the University of Wisconsin announced the finding 
that a fine mulch of loose soil on the surface of the ground 
interrupted the movement of capillary moisture to the surface 
and thus was effective in conserving soil moisture. For several 
decades thereafter, it was earnestly believed that one of the 
primary functions of cultivation of growing crops was to con
serve the water supply of the soil for the benefit of the crop. 
For wasn't it reasonable to believe that if the moisture was 
allowed to continue its movement to the surface, it would 
quickly be lost through evaporation? 

Farmers were quick to accept the theory and supposed 
proof that this was true. And to this day many have hung on 
to it tenaciously. Unfortunately, or possibly fortunately, my 
father is one who accepted the theory in toto. The dryer the 
weather, the greater was his insistence that both cotton and 
corn must be plowed even though there wasn't a sprig of 
grass in the field. 

Men with inquiring minds aren't inclined to accept even 
proven facts without checking on them. So here and there 
research men in the field of agriculture began to try out the 
soil mulch theory in their own way. One by one, as a result 
of tests in the field, they began to doubt the efficacy of the 
soil mulch as an instrument for conserving moisture. Bear in 
his book on soil management reports on 124 tests scattered 
over 28 states and representing a wide variety of conditions 
as to soil and climate. "As a result of (these) tests," he says, 
". · · it was found that the average yields on the uncultivated 
plots were practically equal to those on the cultivated plots." 
The crop was corn. In the uncultivated plots the weeds were 
removed by merely scraping them off without creating a 
mulch. 
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It may be interesting to know that among the early 
ommendations of the U. S. Farm Demonstration Service was 
this: that in periods of dry weather a mowing machine wheel 
should be dragged through the cotton middles every week to 
keep the soil mulch loose and effective. The usual cultivating 
implements were frowned upon because they usually ran too 
deep. There was many an argument as to how deep one 
should cultivate. Some insisted on a depth of three to five 
inches and thereby plowed up a damaging percentage of 
the crop's feed roots. Others said a depth of two inches was 
enough to give an effective soil mulch. So strong was the 
belief in the soil mulch that most farmers rushed into the 
fields after a half-inch rain, loosened the soil, caused it to 
dry out quickly, thus dissipating almost the full value of 
the rainfall. 

As a result of this long-standing, ingrained belief that 
cultivation did far more for the benefit of a crop than just 
remove the competition of weeds, you can imagine the re
action of a Missouri cotton farmer. I was telling him that the 
Mississippi Experiment Station the year before had made two 
bales of cotton per acre without having had a plow or hoe 
in it after it was planted. He looked at me in amazement 
and asked, "Will cotton grow without cultivation?" 

The chemical industry has always maintained strong re
search staffs. The first World War gave new stimulus to their 
research. The second World War added tremendously to this 
impetus. But wars don't last forever. If the industry was to 
expand or even maintain its wartime magnitude, commercial 
uses had to be found. Tremendous advance was made in the 
field of insecticides and fungicides. But someone observed 
that 2,4-D killed broadleaved plants. The fact that it would 
kill the broadleaf plants and not cereals and grasses pointed 
plainly to selective action. If a chemical with such qualities 
of selective action could be had, why not its opposite, one 
which would kill the grasses and not the broadleaf plants? 
Again the race between the chemists was on. The perfect se
lective chemical has not been found but numerous new chem-
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icals for grass and weed control have been formulated. And 
as a result of this effort, ways of using them to advantage are 
gradually unfolding. 

First to be used successfully was 2,4-D in the cornfields 
and grain fields of the mid-West. There the broadleaf weeds 
were quite effectively controlled. But here in the South it's 
the grasses that give most trouble. In our rice fields 2,4-D 
proved a blessing but at the same time a curse to cotton that 
caught its drift as much as eight miles away, cotton being very 
susceptible to it. Our greatest need in the South was for some
thing that could keep both grass and weeds out of cotton 
and corn. 

Godfrey White of Osceola, Arkansas, learned from Cali
fornia sources that some of the aromatic oils would kill grass 
and weeds in carrots without injury to the carrots. It worked. 
Then, he reasoned, why not try these same oils on cotton. 
Tests by Mr. White and the several experiment stations in 
the mid-South led to ready acceptance of post-emergence 
treatment to control grass and weeds in the cotton row dur
ing its early growth. 

By this time, however, the commercial chemists were 
ready with new chemicals to be applied at the time the cotton 
was planted. First among these were the dinitro compounds, 
dinitro-ortho-secondary butylphenol. Plat tests. were highly 
successful. Field tests proved equally successful. By 1952 the 
experiment station men were ready to recommend general 
usage. However, they urged farmers to start out with small 
acreages until they attained practice in their use. 

The year 1951 was a most difficult year for most cotton 
growers in this area. Only the very earliest planted cotton 
found enough moisture to bring it up promptly. Later planted 
seed lay in dry ground for weeks. When rains did come, both 
cotton and grass came together. Hoeing costs mounted to un
heard of figures. "My hoeing costs in 1951 amounted to $125 
a bale," said one young farmer, all of whose crop was planted 
late. "My hoeing cost on 1,400 acres was $75,000," said a 
planter just below Memphis. $6 to $6.50 per day was nothing 
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uncommon to pay the most indifferent hoe hand. Rates a 
high as $10 per acre were reported in some spots. With ex
perience such as that behind them, is it any wonder that 
farmers were ready for anything that would reduce the cos 
of hoeing. 

In that same year, 1951, supervised tests were conducted 
on about 2,500 acres of cotton throughout the Mississippi 
Delta. These proved so highly successful that many growers 
greatly expanded their treated acreage in 1952. 

That's when disaster struck. The cotton came up. A heat 
wave moved in at a critical time. High winds whipped the 
the young stems appeared just at the top of the ground. The 
young cotton and pounded it with soil particles. Wounds on 
plants toppled and died. 

No one denies that the chemical was responsible for kill
ing much of the treated cotton. The question was why it 
should have proved so successful over a period of several years 
and then turn killer all at once. Some said it was the high 
winds. Some said it was damaged by unusually cold, damp 
weather just as it was coming up. In other areas it was found 
that the killing took place during a period of sustained hot 
weather that occurred after the cotton was up to a good stand. 
Weather reports showed that the temperature had remained 
in the 90's and above for a full week or more. Fields lying 
out in the open sunshine had time to get plenty hot. And 
subsequent research indicated that the chemical had a ten
dency to vaporize in such intense heat. 

Men engaged in research with weed control chemicals 
were discouraged. But they aren't ready to give up. They look 
back over the years when results were so satisfactory. Then 
they look at those weather maps of early May 1952. They 
remember that cotton has always had to run the gamut of 
weather hazards. Perhaps chemical weed control -will have 
to face weather hazards, too. This isn't the first time that a 
lot of cotton has had to be planted over. In fact, according 
to reports, far more cotton that did not have chemical treat
ment had to be planted over than that which did have it. 
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Manufacturers of the chemical known as Dinitro, the 
one that caused the trouble in 1952 after behaving so nicely 
in previous years, suggest that their product not be used on 
late-planted cotton. They want it to be out of danger before 
hot weather hits it too hard. 

New chemicals are being tried. Some of these are looking 
quite promising. One commonly known as Chloro IPC was 
tried quite extensively on Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, 
and Missouri farms last year. So far as we know, there was 
very little killing of cotton by its use. Some extensive users 
reported no killing at all. One user said his stand was dam
aged some, but he thought bad weather was the cause. Re
search workers now are also looking eagerly at CMU, an
other pre-emergence chemical that is showing well in early 
tests. Just when it will be put on the market, we don't know. 

Louisiana authorities were not satisfied that Dinitro 
alone was the sole cause of the killing. They made a quick 
survey of losses over the state. They found that of 16,110 acres 
given the pre-emergence treatment, 3,251 acres were plowed 

· up because of loss of stand. That was 20.2 per cent of the 
acreage treated. Of 631,200 acres that did not receive pre
emergence treatment, 130,659 acres were plowed up and re
planted. That was 20.7 per cent. That being the case, how 
could one charge the killing on the treated acreage solely to 
the chemical treatment? 

But it is well established and acknowledged that some, 
possibly much of the killing in some cases was due to the 
dinitro compound. The Louisiana Experiment Station ran 
a test to determine whether there is any difference in sus
ceptibility of varieties. They found a wide difference. In their 
tests, the loss ran from a high of 81.5 per cent to a low of 
39. Of ten varieties tested, Bobshaw and Delfos were most 
susceptible. Least susceptible were D.P.L. 15 and Empire. 

Chemicals for pre-emergence treatment are applied in 
a 12- or 14-inch band on the row when cotton is planted. 
This controls grass and weeds in the row for from four to 
six weeks. ' "'hen grass and weeds begin to appear, herbicidal 
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oils are used from one to three times, or until bark begins 
to form on the stalks. In cultivation, care is taken to clean 
middles without throwing soil on the treated band. This re
quires careful work. After bark begins to form, flame culti
vation can be used. 

Last year we reported phenomenal yields of cotton in 
1951 and 1952 that did not have a plow or hoe in the field 
after planting. Tests reported were made at the Mississippi 
Experiment Station on plats of about Y2 acre or more. Cotton 
was planted in 26-inch rows and one of the dinitros was 
applied broadcast. When some spots of grass appeared sev
eral weeks later, they were sprayed with a herbicidal oil. 
Neither plow nor hoe entered the cotton after planting. Yield 
in 1950 was 3,750 pounds seed cotton per acre; in 1951, 
2, 792 pounds on one test and 2,4 76 pounds on another. 
Chemicals cost from $19.45 to $23.50 per acre. 

In 1952 these tests were repeated at several points in the 
state with the following yields: at State College, 2,555 pounds 
seed cotton per acre at a cost of $22.50 for chemicals; a sec
ond test, 2,772 pounds at a cost of $14.70; at Yazoo City, 
1,3 70 pounds at a cost of $25.90; at Holly Springs, about 
1,100 pounds. (It just didn't rain, says Supt. Crockett.) In 
these tests, half of each plat was treated with Pre-merge and 
half with Chloro IPC. 

A similar test with rows 20 inches apart at the Arkansas 
Cotton Branch Experiment Station, Marianna, gave a yield 
of 2, 778 pounds of seed cotton per acre. The cost of chemi
cals was $20 per acre. 

Now occasional farmers are beginning to try this method. 
It is reported that a Missouri farmer last year grew 80 acres 
of cotton with chemical treatment alone. Jessie Hurdle, Holly 
Springs, I\1iss., planted 8 acres in 18-inch rows and 3 in 36-
inch rows. He reports a yield of 10 bales on 6 of those acres. 
He is said to be planning to grow 50 acres this way in 1953. 

Cotton pickers, the human kind, seem to like the narrow 
rows. "I couldn't use narrow rows," says Harris Barnes, Jr., 
Coahoma County, l'v1iss., "because I use mechanical pickers." 
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In 1953 thousands of acres from one end of the South 
to the other will be included in tests and trials of the several 
chemicals-the dinitros, Chloro-IPC, CMU, Alanap, and 
others-in the quest of a compound that can be used in the 
place of a hoe. Enough farmers are using the chemicals on 
farm-sized acreages to build up a valuable fund of informa
tion in very short order. We are not yet ready to throw away 
our hoes, but all parties will be keeping a sharp eye on re
search and farm trials. 
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THE PICTURE OF NATURAL GAS 

BY THOMAS H. ALLEN 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANs," March 19, 1953) 

Natural gas is a hydro-carbon. It is one of the many 
combinations of hydrogen and carbon commonly spoken of 
as petroleum. Natural gas is primarily methane, which is a 
combination of one atom of carbon and four atoms of hydro
gen-CH4. Other combinations of carbon and hydrogen in
clude ethane, butane, propane, and various gasolines ranging 
from pentane to octane. 

In some fields such as the Monroe field in Louisiana, 
dry gas is found in large quantities. Dry gas has only a 
minute quantity of liquid hydro-carbons associated with it. 
In other areas, gas is found associated with liquid petroleums. 
Almost without exception oil in the reservoirs contains gas 
in solution, and it is this gas in the oil that is the source 
of energy that brings the oil to the surface of the ground. 
Therefore, gas plays an important part in producing crude 
oil in the field. 

The oil and gas producers are therefore closely affiliated, 
but practices in handling and marketing of the two products 
diverge widely. In the end, the law of supply and demand 
governs what happens in the oil and gas fields. The price at 
which gas is sold in the fields, the costs of transportation and 
distribution, plus the problems of marketing and the earnings 
permitted by the regulating bodies determine very largely 
the procedures adopted and the cost of gas to the ultimate 
consumer. 

To make this clear, if an oil well is isolated from ex
isting gathering lines that lead to the transmission pipe lines 
and there is a strong demand for oil, the gas used to bring 
this oil to the surface is wasted to produce the oil. The fa
miliar flares that can be seen burning throughout the oil 
fields exist because the price of oil and the cost of piping 
this gas to market make it profitable to the well owner to 
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waste the gas. This waste is tremendous, but as the price of 
gas increases, it becomes more profitable to spend the money 
for pipe lines to salvage the wasted gas. The increasing price 
of gas makes it possible to run gathering pipe lines to these 
isolated wells to pick up this gas and make it available for 
the transmission lines. Practically all gas produced in the oil 
fields carries with it considerable quantities of propane, bu
tane, and gasoline. The value of these component parts of 
the well output is such that gathering lines are run to ex
traction plants that remove the liquid petroleums and deliver 
substantially dry gas to the pipe lines. In many instances, 
cycling plants are constructed that take out liquid petroleums 
-that is, propane, butane and gasoline-and return the gas 
to the oil wells to be used in bringing up more oil to the sur
face of the ground or for storage in the ground until needed. 

These procedures have created a tremendous industry 
in the oil and gas fields for the production of oil, for the 
extraction of liquid petroleums, and for the production of dry 
gas to supply the pipe lines. 

Any picture of the natural gas industry begins deep 
down in the earth. The growing knowledge in the field of 
geology and scientific procedures for finding oil or gas reser
voirs have reduced the gamble, but exploration is still a dan
gerous and costly business. 

Gas is found in twenty-two States. The producing states 
are grouped into five areas. The proved recoverable reserves 
as of December 1951 are as follows: 

Southwest 
Mid-West 
West Coast 
Rocky Mountain 
Appalachian 

77.2 % 
, 13.3% 

4.9 % 
2.3% 
2.3 % 

For a long period of time, the gas companies of the 
United States depended upon manufactured gas and coke 
oven gas for cooking, water heating and other purposes. The 
cost was too high to make it useful for house heating, for the 
production of steam, or other industrial uses. 
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For many years, natural gas had a very limi!.ed useful
ness. Large quantities of it were sold for making carbon black. 
The manufacturing process was a wasteful one and prices 
paid for the gas were very low. Carbon black is a useful 
product in industry and is an essential one to the rubber in
dustry. In many areas close to the fields, natural gas or nat
ural gas mixed with manufactured gas was put to use for 
many purposes including domestic and industrial uses. 

But the discovery that natural gas could be piped over 
long distances at a reasonable cost converted a nuisance in 
the oil game into a valuable commodity. Naturally, cities first 
to be served were those close to the gas fields, but it was soon 
apparent that gas was a fuel so superior and so much cheaper 
than all other fuels that the demand began to grow with 
astounding rapidity. 

It must be remembered that in the early days of the 
pipe line development for wide spread distribution of natural 
gas that gas companies felt they were dealing with an ex
pendable product and that all operations had to be so fi
nanced as to recover the investment before the supply of 
gas in the fields became exhausted. Here in Memphis, this 
was our point of view in 1939, when the City of Memphis 
purchased the gas properties. The Gas Division was planned 
with the possibility in view that we would not be able to 
replace the declining supply of gas in the Monroe fields from 
which Memphis was served. But the demand for gas has led 
to exploration in all areas where gas reserves seemed prob
able, and it is an interesting fact that the proven reserves 
have increased from an estimated twenty-three trillion cubic 
feet to one hundred ninety-three trillion cubic feet as of 
December 31, 1951. 

Up to this date, the rate at which new supplies of gas 
have been discovered has outrun the rate at which gas has 
been put into the pipe lines for distribution to various markets 
of the nation. In the last year, for the first time, it would 
seem that the rate of consumption of gas was beginning to 
out run the rate of discovery. 
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The present picture of natural gas is a very interesting 
one, and, of course, we naturally look at it from the impact 
on the use of gas in Memphis. 

The thickly populated industrial East, of course, provides 
an insatiable market. The Appalachian fields serve this area, 
but it will be noted in the tabulation on page 86 that the Ap
palachian fields produce only 2.3% of the national total. 
Since the war, the conversion by Texas Eastern of the Big 
Inch and Little Inch oil pipe lines to gas, the construction 
of long trunk lines such as the Tennessee, the Trans-Conti
nental, and Texas Gas lines connect the vast fields of the 
southwest to the gas-thirsty east. Tremendous volumes of gas 
are now moving from the southwest to the Appalachian area 
to bolster the failing supplies in that area and for distribution 
to eastern markets as far off as New England. There is a 
similar situation in the Mid-West fields, where the Pan
handle Eastern's pipe line running from these fields to the 
east, the National Gas Pipe Line Company's line from these 
fields to Chicago, and Northern Pipe Line Company's line 
to the Minneapolis area are all moving gas toward the big 
northern and eastern markets. 

The problem in operating a pipe line is to keep gas mov
ing through the pipe line at full capacity of the line the year
round. The ordinary domestic use of gas for cooking and 
water heating varies over the twenty-four hours with the 
activities of each family, dropping off to almost nothing at 
night. The use of gas for house heating varies entirely with 
the weather. Space heating is seasonal and the demands reach 
very high peaks in the coldest weather, constituting a problem 
of major importance to the gas industry. It is impossible eco
nomically to provide pipe line capacity sufficient to take care 
of the exceedingly high peaks which occur only a few days in 
the year and which approach a maximum only about once in 
five years, and permit this capacity to lay idle the rest of 
the time. Those industries that operate on a twenty-four hour 
basis provide a round-the-clock consumption for gas month 
in and month out, whether for direct application in industrial 
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processes, chemical processes, or steam generation in power 
plants. Such plants provide a fairly constant demand for gas 
and hence a base load that is invaluable to the pipe line and 
distribution companies. 

To make it possible to supply gas for space heating dur
ing the winter months, the device has been developed of cur
tailing industry in cold weather either by shutting them down 
on a seasonal basis or by the substitution of an alternate fuel, 
such as oil, for those periods of time when the gas peak runs 
up due to cold weather. The need for this makes it necessary 
that practically all gas burned under boilers or for any use 
that can be interrupted, especially by conversion to oil fuel, 
shall be interrupted to lower the demand for gas on cold days, 

Another device has been developed, especially in the 
Appalachian area, where many old gas wells long since ex
hausted are now being used as storage reservoirs. Gas is moved 
from Texas and Louisiana over the trunk lines and put back 
into these old fields to be drawn on during the winter months. 
Located as they are in the very heart of the industrial East, 
they constitute a very successful storage arrangement that per
mits operation of the pipe line at full capacity in the summer 
to fill these storage reservoirs and reduces the demand on the 
pipe lines in the winter. 

A third procedure is the construction of artificial stor
age such as is common in gas holders, but even the largest 
of these holders provides just a drop in the bucket. A new 
procedure consists of steel bottles buried in the ground and 
designed to hold gas under very high pressure. Gas is pumped 
into these containers at high pressure during the summer and 
withdrawn in winter. In those areas where old gas fields are 
not available for storage, such as Washington, D. C., this 
type of storage is being used. We are considering this for 
Memphis. 

A fourth procedure to offset the winter peaks is the use 
of propane stored in tanks in liquid form, evaporated out and 
used in the distribution system on cold days. We have such 
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a plant in Memphis. It has the limitation that when the pro
pane has been used, it is difficult to refill the tanks promptly 
due to the difficulty of procuring propane tank cars, which 
are always busy at the time a refill is needed most. Like most 
companies that have propane storage, we hold it as a last 
line of defense and in that way it has been useful and worth 
while. 

Old gas plants making water gas have been converted to 
produce oil gas, which is comparable in heat value with 
natural gas, but the cost of this operation is high and these 
old plants are so meager in capacity that they have only a 
doubtful emergency value. 

The picture, therefore, is a picture of wild competition 
to purchase and secure gas reserves in the big fields of the 
southwest and middle west and move this gas to the large 
markets of ·the east. This competition in the fields is steadily 
pushing up the price of gas at the well. Gas coming into the 
Memphis system on old contracts made long ago is bought 
by the pipe line company in the field as low as 4.66c per 
1000 CF, and from there the price ranges up to approximately 
17c per 1000 CF. For many years, the average price paid for 
gas in the fields for Memphis was approximately 7c. The av
erage price today is 13.54c per 1000 CF; and as additional 
supplies are needed, the pipe line company will probably be 
forced to pay higher and higher prices. 

When it began to be apparent that there was a demand 
for gas that could not be satisfied, people owning gas re
serves were reluctant to make contracts for their gas because 
they knew that in the course of time the demand would push 
up the field price. They, therefore, devised what is known as 
the "favorite nation clause," which provides that if a block 
of gas is sold in any one field and later on some other pur
chaser or the same purchaser contracts for additional gas in 
that field at a higher price, the price of all gas in the field 
is automatically increased to the higher price. This procedure 
has been a large factor in pushing up the field cost of gas, 
and while it is true that the costs of materials and labor for 
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drilling wells and for building gathering lines, transmission 
and distribution systems have all increased, the major increase 
is due to higher cost per one thousand cubic feet of gas at 
the well head. 

Until January 8, 1953, the Memphis Light, Gas & Water 
Division was buying gas at an average price of about 15c 
per 1000 CF. A new rate effective January 8, 1953, has in
creased the average wholesale price to approximately 27}'2c 
per 1000 CF. The Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division has 
challenged this rate increase and the case is being made ready 
for trial before the Federal Power Commission. 

The rates charged by the pipe line company along its 
lines from Texas and Louisiana to Middletown, Ohio, at both 
the old and the new rates may be of interest. 

CosT PER 1000 CF 
OLD RATE NEW RATE 

Zone 1-which includes Memphis 15.40 27.5 

Zone 2 27.73 29.74 

Zone 3 28.19 33.01 

Zone 4 22.80 25.93 

The rate in Zone 4 is low because gas delivered at Mid
dletown, Ohio, is sold for a constant day in and day out de
livery, which makes it a very desirable load for the pipe line 
company by comparison with the seasonal fluctuations in 
sales such as we have in Memphis. 

The new rate is subject to final adjudication by the 
Federal Power Commission and is in effect under bond guar
anteeing a repayment of any difference between the new rate 
now being charged and the rate finally fixed by the FPC. 

This increase in the wholesale price of gas has made it 
necessary for the Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division to 
revise its re-sale rates which as of January 8th became current 
in 1\1emphis and Shelby County. 
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It might be well at this stage to review the history of the 
supply of natural gas to Memphis. The City of Memphis, 
Memphis Chamber of Commerce, and interested citizens with 
the Memphis Power & Light Company brought about the 
Memphis Natural Gas Company, created to bring gas from 
the Monroe fields to Memphis. The system consisted of one 
18-inch pipe line with necessary ·compressor stations. Its full 
capacity was 62,000,000 CF per day. Natural gas was turned 
into the Memphis system on January 1, 1929. It required 
considerable sales effort to convince the homeowners and 
industries of this area that it was an economical, safe and 
desirable fuel. It was not a very profitable venture for the 
Memphis Power & Light Company. 

In 1939, at the insistence of Mr. Edward H. Crump, the 
gas properties of the J\.1emphis Power & Light Company 
were purchased along with the electrical properties. The 
Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division cut the price of gas 
to residential consumers in Memphis by approximately 10% 
and began an active campaign to push the sale of gas 
throughout Memphis and Shelby County. 

The annual consumption of gas in Memphis since the 
City purchased the properties of Memphis Power & Light 
Company has grown from 10Y2 billion CF to 35 billion CF. 
The system demand has grown from 54,760,000 CF on the 
peak day in 1939 to 241,000,000 CF in 1951. Of this demand, 
approximately 180,000,000 CF was supplied by the pipe line 
company. The difference was supplied by curtailment of cus
tomers' plants and the use of oil in customers' plants, and by 
propane and oil gas supplied from the Division's standby plant. 

It is interesting to know that the average summer-load 
runs about 50,000,000 CF per day and the average annual 
load about 95,000,000 CF per day. The peak load this com
ing winter will be as_high as 282,000,000 CF, if we encounter 
as low as a 10 degree average temperature for a day. 

The increase in price demanded by the pipe line com
pany is to our minds unjustified, but whether or not justified, 
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gas is still the cheapest fuel that can be burned in Memphis. 
It is cheaper than coal, oil, or wood, and it is the most con
venient. It is clean and has removed soot and smog from our 
atmosphere. There are no ashes to handle and no stoking to 
be done. The coal shovel is a thing of the past, like the ox 
cart and the horse and buggy. 

Has it paid in Memphis? At price less than those charged 
by the old Memphis Power & Light Company for residential 
gas, the Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division, in its Gas 
Division, has paid off the bonded debt that was created to 
purchase the properties and has set up reserves which have 
been made available for interdepartmental loans to both the 
Electric and Water Divisions. Without these earnings in the 
Gas Division, we would have had to go into the market and 
sell securities for the construction of our new water plant, 
pipe lines, substations and other electrical facilities. These 
loans are being paid back to the Gas Division just as they 
would be paid to a bondholder. Interdepartmental loans are 
treated in exactly the same way in which a loan secured by 
the sale of bonds to outside investors would be treated. 

As this money is returned to the Gas Division by the 
other two Divisions, it will be used for the construction of 
storage facilities, the exact nature of which are now being 
studied, to assist in handling the peak day problem. It will 
also be used to expand the system to keep up with this fast 
growing city and to provide much needed warehouse pipe 
storage and other facilities. 

It is gratifying that the gas properties have been pur
chased and paid for and the people of Memphis have been 
supplied with gas fuel for domestic, commercial and indus
trial purposes over the last thirteen years at one of the lowest 
rates for fuel in the United States; and because some of the 
increase in cost has been absorbed by the Gas Division, gas 
is still the cheapest fuel available in Memphis and Shelby 
County. 

The gas business at the present time is a ferocious battle. 
It is a battle for reserves in the gas fields, a battle for pipe 
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line capacity, and it is a battle for markets and between mar
kets. It is a battle for profits on the part of those who own 
the · wells and those who own the pipe lines. Human greed 
is the main factor in what gas will cost. The battle ground is 
in "the hearing room" before the Federal Power Commission. 

It is a long war. It began shortly after the Division en
tered the gas business in 1939. When these present issues are 
settled, new phases of this war for gas will demand our at
tention. To preserve a clean, cheap, convenient fuel for the 
people of Memphis and Shelby County requires a never end
ing watchfulness and a never ending battle. 

This is the picture. 
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THE .HUMAN BRAIN AND 
MAN-MADE GIANT BRAINS 

The Significance of Their Similarities and Differences to 
Man's Knowledge of Himself 

By DR. T. s. HILL 

(Read at a meeting of "THE EGYPTIANS, May 21, 1953) 

During and since the second world war, industry, gov
ernmental agencies, and educational institutions have con
structed machines of striking complexity with the amazing 
ability to perform tasks, heretofore ascribed only to the hu
man brain. The intricate design of these devices depended 
upon the interconnection of masses of electrical and me
chanical parts arranged so that in their performance they 
would be dependable, precise, and their action could be pre
determined. As they were used to compute, analyze, and in
tegrate data fed to them and in some instances to control 
and guide war missiles and other machines, they demon
strated their capacity to do so with greater accuracy, speed, 
and reliability under stress than men could in performing the 
same tasks. Furthermore, it became apparent that they pos
sessed the attributes of memory and judgment which, with 
the ability to analyze and make mathematical computations, 
are attributes usually credited to the human brain. 

If electrical and mechanical engineers with the aid of 
other scientists were able to develop instruments to perform 
like (yet better than) the human nervous system, were they 
consciously based on knowledge of the structure and physi
ology of the human nervous system? No, the achievements 
stemmed from the fundamental sciences of mathematics, 
physics, and to some extent chemistry, as well as the applied 
sciences of metallurgy, electrical and mechanical engineering 
with major contributions having been made by the new 
science of electronics. The very purpose for designing such 
systems was to overcome the deficiencies of the human brain 
in the tasks to be performed. 
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In technical advances heretofore, man had through the 
building of various machines and instruments extended his 
powers to perceive with the magnifying glass, the telescope, 
and microscope, and to communicate and record communica
tions with the printing machine, the teletype, telephone, 
camera, phonograph, radio, and television. He had enhanced 
his powers of locomotion on land, water, in the air and under 
the sea with automotive vehicles, trolleys, trains, airplanes, 
zeppelins, blimps, ships, and submarines. He had improved 
his ability to record time with chronometers, watches, and 
clocks. He had expanded his muscular powers to push, pull, 
lift, clutch, and compress with a great variety of machines 
in a manner that would put the legendary Paul Bunyan to 
shame. He had created devices to aid him in detecting things 
beyond the range of his powers to directly perceive with in
ventions such as spectographs, cloud chambers, and Geiger 
counters. Furthermore, he had provided himself with the 
power to extend the range of his aggression and destruction 
with the manufacturing of guns, rockets, and torpedoes. It 
was to a limited degree only that he had created machines 
to which he could relegate tasks that he might call mental 
in nature. Yes, his ability to add, subtract, multiply and 
divide and to sort out data with greater speed and perhaps 
accuracy had been increased by the invention and production 
of mechanically operated adding, computation, and sorting 
machines. But the capacity of these to perform tasks of a 
mental character remained insignificant in comparison to 
those which are to form the subject of our discussion. 

It should not be assumed that principles of automatic 
control and computation inherent in these newer instruments 
had been developed and applied only during and since the 
second world war. Actually, the use of self regulation or 
automatic control was made several hundred years ago in 
the construction of windmills. In these, a miniature windmill 
served to automatically rotate the main sails or blades of the 
windmill into the face of the wind. The centrifugal governor 
for steam engines invented by James Watt in the seventeen 
hundreds is another example of a simple self regulatory de-
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vice. Certainly during the first world war there had been 
introduced into naval warfare automatic fire control which 
depended upon mechanical and electrical computing devices 
to aim the guns of warships allowing for the rotation of the 
earth, the speed and course of both the ship and target, as 
well as the influence of gravity and barometric pressure. 

In the illustrations of the windmill and Watt's centrifu
gal governor, the force and direction of the wind in the 
former and the speed of the engine in the latter represent 
forms of information which these man-made devices detect 
and to which they respond. Through their mechanical link
ages to the main apparatus they alter its behavior - in the 
windmill, to effect an automatic regulation of its sails' posi
tion and in the steam engine, to produce an automatic con
trol of its speed. Three basic principles in these self regula
tory mechanisms are herein involved: first, their capacity to 
detect and use information; second, their ability to transmit 
or feed back to the main apparatus this information; third, 
their faculty which enables the main apparatus to respond or 
act upon the information fed to it so that its action is more 
favorable to the task which it is set to perform. This role 
is made possible by mechanical appliances which have been 
called servo-mechanisms. 

The automatic aiming and fire control devices for naval 
guns operate on the same fundamental principles as do the 
less complex self regulatory machines. But it will be remem
bered that several types of information had to be handled. 
This involves appropriate mechanisms to detect the target 
and measure the several types of information received and 
to transform this into such form that it could be transmitted 
to centers for the purpose of integration and computation. 
The results derived from such assemblage and computation 
of transformed or decoded information had to be fed to the 
controls for aiming so that the shell would anticipate the dis
tance traveled by the target from the moment of firing to 
the point of explosion. Thus the process of mathematical cal
culation introduces in this example a more human like quality 
to this man-made procedure of fire control. 
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As we well know and have before indicated, calculating 
machines have long existed. Actually, the abacus was the fore
runner of these, having been in use in China and Egypt since 
ancient times. The first modern adding machine was in
vented by Blaise Pascal in 1642. The first multiplying ma
chine appeared in 1694, and the first commercial calculating 
machine was successfully manufactured in France in 1820. 
These mechanically operated machines and their modern 
successors have come to be known as digital computors. They 
use the ·decimal system and have toothed wheels with each 
wheel possessing the teeth representing the figures 0 to 9 
with one wheel representing units, another tens and so on. 
But the decimal system is not tha t used, as we shall see, by 
the brain as it makes computations. 

A second form of computer in contrast to the digital 
computer uses different values to represent numbers other 
than the cogs on wheels. Perhaps the most familiar of these 
is the slide rule in which distances have been made analogous 
to numbers - more accurately, to the logarithm of numbers. 
Thus, by adding measured distances the operator is in fact 
multiplying numbers. Such a computer where such values 
are made the analogues of numbers has become known as an 
analogue computer. Other examples of earlier forms where 
distances were made analogous to numbers are to be found 
in navigational computers and tide-predicting machines. A 
more complex form of analogue computer was developed in 
1931 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) 
by Vannevar Bush. In it, the speeds of rotating disks and 
shafts were used to represent numbers. By automatically 
counting the total number of rotations of its shafts a new 
mathematical task was performed known as integration, a 
function essential for solving problems in calculus. A second 
new and important advance was made possible through the 
construction of this mechanical analogue computer. Into it 
could be fed directions so that it performed a series of com
putations and would then use the results of the first series 
for the next and so on. In the language of the engineers it 
could be "programmed." It became known as a differential 
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analyzer. Other more massive machines of similar type were 
built at M.I.T.; the largest weighing 200 tons. But all me
chanical computational devices still have serious limitations 
not the least of which is speed of action. Reference has been 
made to principles involved and advances made in these 
two classes of computers (digital and analogue) for they 
must be considered in treating of the similarities and differ~ 
ences to be found between them and the nervous system 
which uses both in its functioning. 

The next most important advance made in the designing 
of computers and analyzers resulted from the incorporation 
of the thermionic tube in electrical circuits to replace much 
that had previously been accomplished by mechanical means. 
The thermionic tube, commonly referred to as the vacuum 
tube, when placed in an electrical circuit permitted of the 
controlled flow of electrons in space and served the purposes 
of detection, rectification, relay, and amplification. Its use 
in radio is familiar to all. Combined with the cathode tube 
with fluorescent screen it formed the foundation of television. 
Made in various forms with varying degrees of complexity 
to have specific, functions, it could be corr!9ined with photo 
electric tubes, electro-mechanical relays and appropriate elec
trical circuits to enter into sequences of reactions contributing 
to the execution of multiple and intricate computations. Such 
systems could respond to a limited number of stimuli forming 
the sources of information. They could decode and, further, 
encode for purposes of transmission, and could compute, 
integrate and deliver results. These in turn through aggre
gates of gears and levers could move vehicles, aim guns, seek 
out targets, and fire explosives or activate machines to record 
results of their computations. These were the modern ma
chines, some of which have been referred to as giant brains. 

The first digital computer which could be "pro
grammed" was built at Harvard University in 1941, how
ever, it used the opening and closing of electro mechanical 
relays for its computations. Therefore, it cannot be referred 
to as an electronic computer. The first pure vacuum tube 
machine known as the Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
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Computer, or ENIAC, was completed at the University of 
Pennsylvania and now belongs to the U. S. Army Ordnance 
Department and is used in its Ballistic Research Laboratories 
at Aberdeen, Maryland. It has practically no moving parts 
but rather some 18,000 vacuum tubes. It can perform hun
dreds of additions and multiplications in one second. It can
not directly solve problems in calculus, but it can solve arith
metical problems to arrive at an approximate solution, and 
can contribute to achievement of the results of a differential 
analyzer with greater speed and equal accuracy. In its op
eration it can handle 100,000 electrical pulses (encoded bits 
of information) per second. 

In 1948, a second of these "giant Brains" had been com
pleted for the International Business Machines Corporation 
(IBM) by .workers at Columbia University. It used part 
vacuum tube and part electromagnetic relays. Although pos
sessing only 12,500 tubes as switching organs, it was able, with 
its 21,400 relays and 40,000 pluggable cbnnections, to do 
every second 3,500 subtractions or additions of 19 digit 
numbers, 20 divisions of 14 digit numbers, and 50 multiplica
tions of 14 digit numbers. Such machines possess memory 
wherein pulse patterns must be registered, retained over peri
ods of time and be capable of recall in the proper sequence 
during computations. The Selective Sequence Electronic Cal
culator or SSEC as this computer was called has a capacity for 
memorizing nearly 500,000 digits and automatically recalling 
them as needed, that is, a memory capacity far greater than 
that of ENIAC. Material for programming could be fed into 
it at high rates of speed. The rate of operation was such that 
its owners were known to claim that it could solve problems 
faster than the scientists could make them up. 

Naturally, the success of these instruments led to the 
construction of other computers. Some were made more effi
cient with different devices for memory storage and with a 
smaller number of tubes and with recently the much smaller 
unit known as a transistor to replace the vacuum tube. In 
ballistics they served to accurately solve equations required 
to determine the path of a bullet. Such solutions often re-
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qmrmg as many as 100,000 arithmetical operations formerly 
could not be accomplished during any reasonable period of 
time. The machine can solve them within a few hours. The 
solution of complex statistical problems, or those in nuclear 
physics, the evaluation of mechanical characteristics in en
gineering designs, the analysis of data for weather prediction, 
the study of the behavior of guided missiles during test flights 
and the appraisal of powerline load and distribution represent 
but some of the more purely computational and analytical 
uses to which these newer machines have been put. Some 
have been essentially digital computers, others analogue com
puters, whereas the "Typhoon" built by the Radio Corpora
tion of America (RCA) for the navy's bureau of aeronautics 
is one of those which combines the techniques of both the 
analogue and the digital computer. 

Perhaps the instruments which appear to the public as 
more dramatic and useful include those which, when linked 
by suitable servo-mechanisms automatically control the per
formance of industrial machines and processes and that of 
war machines. In their performance they more closely re
semble the nervous system as it governs the performance of 
muscles, glands, and some of the chemical processes of the 
body. 

An example of a machine of popular interest is the anti
aircaft gun called the Skysweeper brought to public attention 
in a recent press release. A built in radar serves as its eye 
for detecting and helping to track the target. The determined 
elevation, azimuth and slant range are then sent to its brain 
or computer. Servo-mechanisms using this information set 
into operation the computer units which almost instantane
ously make automatic calculation of gun aiming data. In re
sponse to the data calculated the fire control unit keeps the 
gun positioned on collision course with the target. It fires 
automatically at a rate of 45 rounds per minute. It can ef
fectively track a target over a 15 mile radius and has an ef
fective so called "shoot down" range of 4 miles - all of 
this at a cost of $385,000 excluding the cost of shells. 
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But let's end this description of the scientist's achieve
ments in building machines that can outstrip, at least in 
speed, some of man's intellectual capacities. Perhaps we are 
too close to our first awareness of what the scientists and 
military did with the discovery of nuclear fission and chain 
reactions and also have noted too well with what frequency 
these machines have been used for perfecting more destruc
tive war implements to avoid becoming apprehensive. There 
have been some among the scientists engaged in making these 
advancements who have also given voice to their concerns on 
this subject. But then as these doubts stir anxiety both com
fort and improved perspective may be gained by again read
ing the closing paragraph of Dr. Peyton N. Rhodes' paper 
entitled, "Behind the Atom Bomb".* 

Let us proceed with the declared purpose of this pres
entation, now that Giant Brains have been introduced and 
described. What thought has really been given to the sig
nificant similarities and differences between the human ner
vous system and these electronic and mechanical devices? 
The fact is that a considerable amount of thought and In

vestigation has been directed toward this end. 

One of the outstanding pioneers in this field of com
parative study of man and machine is Dr. Norbert Wiener, 
Professor of Mathematics at the 1-1assachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Dr. Wiener credits the beginnings of his inter
est to the stimulus of monthly discussions held at the Harvard 
Medical School on scientific method by Dr. Arturo Rosen
blueth, a Mexican and former collaborator with the well 
known physiologist Dr. Walter B. Cannon. Whereas, most of 
the members were physicians, Dr. Wiener as mathematician 
and Dr. Vallarta, Professor of Physics at M.I.T. were also 
active members. Both Wiener and Rosenblueth became con
vinced that the most fruitful regions for the growth of the 
sciences was to be found in what has been called the border
lands between different specialized scientific fields. For the 
promotion of investigation in these unplowed border lands 

*Publications of the Egyptians, Year 1950-1951 
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it was thought that only a team of scientists, each a specialist 
in his own field could succeed. 

During the second world war while negaged in the study 
of fire control for guns, Wiener and his collaborator, Mr. J. 
H. Bigelow, found that an important factor in human volun
tary muscular activity was what had been referred to in radio 
circuits and by control engineers as feed back, the nature of 
which has been mentioned before. It became more apparent 
to these workers and to Dr. Rosenblueth that the activity of 
automatic man-made control systems and that of living tissues 
and tissue systems involved much the same problems of com
munication, control and statistical mechanics. It became ap
parent as the principle of feedback was more thoroughly es
tablished that new concepts in neuro-physiology had to be 
established wherein some of the most characteristic functions 
of the nervous system could be explained only as circular 
processes. Some of the concepts developed by these workers 
in which they attempted to span the gap between mathema
tician, engineer and physiologist were presented at the 1942 
Josiah Macy Foundation meeting devoted to certain phases of 
neurophysiology. This spark served to ignite the interests of 
others. 

But when working in a new field of interest the prob
lem of new terms often arises and so it did with these pio
neers. Hence, a new word was coined by them to emphasize 
the significance of feed-back in the new field of control and 
communication in the animal and the machine. The word 
cybernetics was chosen. It was formed from the Greek word 
for steersman, chybemetes, and was first applied in 194 7. 

The further historical development of Wiener's work in 
this field, as well as his theories and his ideas of their pos
sible application, have been described in his book called Cy
bernetics or Control and Communication in the Animal and 
Machine. Its publication accelerated not alone the interest in 
this field but the cooperative efforts of certain leading mathe
maticians, physicists, anatomists, chemists, physiologists, neu
rologists, psychologists, and psychiatrists. Two important con
ferences or symposia attest to this. One was the Hixon Sym-
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posium on Cerebral M echanism in Behavior held in 1948, 
and the other the Milbank Memorial Fund symposium on 
the Biology of Mental H ealth and Disease. 

Out of the data of investigation and substance of theory 
which has stemmed from the work in different fields and the 
new integration thereof, what can safely be said of the simi
larities and differences in the patterns of communication and 
control in man and machines such as electronic computers? 

How do they differ in structure and efficiency of opera
tion? 

If we speak of the human brain as the organ of con
sciousness, emotion, memory, judgment, intelligence, and 
imagination and recognize that it controls either directly or 
indirectly, all involuntary and voluntary activity of the body, 
we see at once that it possesses attributes which cannot be 
ascribed to the machine. To the machine, we may attribute 
the functions of memory and perhaps that which resembles 
judgment. It is able to . compute and to effect control over 
apparatus that produces action or change in the state of 
things but it is really capable of imaginative thinking and 
acting? Can it experience emotion? Yes, some of the newer 
machines can detect their own errors and are said to "worry," 
but do they actually have the feeling tones that enter into 
an emotional experience? Even to exercise the limited func
tions which we can ascribe to it the machine must have mas
sive size and weight. 

The average weight of man's brain is roughly three 
pounds. Compare this to the 30 ton weight of ENIAC and 
the 200 ton weight of the largest mechanical differential 
analyzers. It has been estimated by Dr. von Neuman, Pro
fessor of Mathematics at the Princeton Institute for Advanced 
Study that the human body contains on the order of 1016 

cells and that those in the nervous system number somewhere 
near 101 0

• In man-made machines or automata with any 
comparable number of parts, the range of order extends from 
about 103 to 106

• As he points out, man in his creative ef
forts has had no experience with systems possessing such a de-
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gree of complexity. It has been by others estimated that were 
a machine constructed with an equivalent number of parts 
to the human nervous system it would take a building the 
size of the Empire State Building to house it. The maximum 
number of switching units in the largest computers number 
about 20,000. The number in the brain is at least a million 
times greater. 

The significant elementary unit of the nervous system 
is the neurone consisting of a nerve cell body and its pro
cesses for receiving (dendrites) and sending out impulses 
( axones) . They are arranged in chain and mesh like patterns 
with the processes sending out messages making contact with 
the receiving processes or the cell body or other neurones. 
The distances between the cell bodies connected by these may 
be microscopic or a few feet in length. In the electronic auto
mata the vacuum tube is usually considered the counterpart 
of the cell body. The tube may be seen and held in the hand, 
whereas a high powered microscope must be used to see the 
largest human nerve cell. The difference in magnitude of 
these units of structure must take into account the measure
ments of the critical control arrangement in each as von 
Neuman has indicated. In the vacuum tube it is the space 
between the point where the electrons originate (the cath
ode) and that which controls the electron flow (the grid) . 
This distance is about 1 millimeter. In the cell the corre
sponding region is the "cell membrane" which is 1/1000 
millimeter or less making a ratio of 1: 1000. In terms of three 
dimentional size or volume wherein the interelectrode space 
depth of the tube and the thickness of the cell membrane 
are reflcted, the ratio is 1: 1,000,000,000. The calculations 
for transistors instead of vacuum tubes would give more 
favorable ratios but even then the disparity would be tre
mendous. 

The nervous system and computer require energy to 
operate and both dissipate energy. It has been said that to 
build a computer comparable to the human brain in com
plexity would require not only a building the size of the 
Empire State Building to house it, but the energy generated 
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by Niagara Falls to run it and volume of water of Niagara 
to cool it. If the human brain were to dissipate energy in the 
form of heat as does the machine we would be incinerated in 
short order. The process of energy supply, transfer, and con
servation by multiple steps through enzyme action accounts 
for the improved efficiency in energy utilization and trans
formation in living organisms. 

Up to this point, the nervous system appears to be by 
all odds the more efficient. Yes, but not when it comes to 
speed of operation. This difference in speed is due not to the 
greater number of elementary units ( neurones) or circuits in 
which they are arranged, but rather to the speed of trans
mission of impulses along nerves and at the points of switch
ing. In computers, vacuum tubes may be actuated at the rate 
of 1 million times per second reflecting the number of pulses 
per second they can handle. The rate of transmission of an 
impulse along a neurone is influenced by the nature of the 
neurone, being faster in some than others, and by the time 
interval for recovery from the physio-chemical changes which 
made impulse movement possible. Transmission rate is far 
slower in the neurone. When operated at maximum capacity 
the vacuum tube outperforms the neurone in speed by a ra
tio of about 1: 2000. 

In terms of potentiality for breakdown, the machine is 
inferior to the nervous system. We well know that disorders 
of function occur in the human brain from various causes 
but also that repair and restoration may often restore normal 
activity. If parts of a machine become defective or damaged 
they are not capable of self repair. 

The receptors of messages for the nervous system have a 
wide variety of structure and receive many forms of stimuli. 
Some of these messages are vibratory or repetitive as would 
be true of the ear and the eye. Others such as those respond
ing to pressure receive stimuli in the form of a continuously 
applied force. Irrespective of the manner in which they re-

. ceive their messages, or are actuated, all must supply power 
of a different type for transmission of a progressive wave of 
negative electrical potential (nerve impulse) along the course 
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of neurones. In terms of the physicist, all sensory receptors 
are transducers - so likewise are the receptors of information 
or messages in computers. In the latter, the messages are re
ceived from holes in tapes or cards, as magnetically arranged 
patterns on magnetic tapes, forms that actuate photo-electric 
cells or as reflected radar waves. The greater versatility of the 
nervous system is apparent . 

. The nerve impulse operates on an all or none basis. 
Once the threshold of energy for producing a negative elec
trical potential has been reached the pulse starts on its course. 
The message from the receptor is of but one type, a pulse or 
not a pulse. Thus, messages in transport within the nervous 
system have been encoded into a unitary form. But they must 
have some form of variation to correlate with the information 
received at the receptors. This takes but one form and that 
is variation in the rate of frequency of pulse generation. 
Hence, the messages represent a form of frequency modu
lation. The messages are not sent in terms of a decimal sys
tem but in a manner similar to those in computers which 
use a binary system of notation. In this system of notation the 
all or none principle also obtains for the values are either 
0 or 1. Their multiplication is a simple process but requires 
many more steps than is true of the decimal system. The 
central nervous system, as do some computers, operates as a 
digital mechanism - the receptors and effectors as analogue 
systems. 

No mention has been made of points of contact between 
neurones which are called synapses. When a nerve impulse 
reaches this point, a bridge must be crossed for there is no 
direct continuity. The arrival of the impulse activates the 
production of a complex chemical substance which serves 
to mediate a succession of impulses of similar frequency varia
tion in the next neurone. Through such means from neurone 
to neurone in any circuit does the impulse travel. Hence, 
there occurs what is termed the chemical mediation of im
pulses. These synapses are points at which the passage of an 
impulse is slowed. In the vacuum tube the relay or switching 
is much more rapid and is a physical, not a chemical, process. 
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Perhaps one of the most important insights i'nto the 
functioning of the nervous system derived from a study of 
the operation and structure of automata has been that of 
feed-back. The act of reaching for an object demands that 
there be feed back from pressure endings in muscles a se
quence of messages to the neural circuits producing the 
movement of muscles so that they "gain knowledge" of where 
and how accurately that arm is moving. Of course, vision 
plays a role also. Thus, a closed or circular system for im
pulse travel is necessary. Many examples of these more rapid
ly acting neural feed-back systems could be given. But there 
are many other instances· wherein the links of the feed-back 
circuit are not transmitted solely through neurone circuits. 
The regulation of blood pressure provides one such example. 
Wiener would go so far as to state that whether the channels 
carrying messages are chemical, physical or nervous, that all 
homeastatic systems which serve to preserve equilibrium of 
function in the body are ·examples of feed-back. In the ma
chines, the circuits for these are built in and can be accu
nl.tely located. In nervous system there exists more knowledge 
of their principle of operation than their location. But the 
awareness of the principle should serve to make more com
plete the tracing of circuits. Clinicians are well aware of 
damage to or the breakdown of these circuits through the 
symptoms which are produced. The inability to accurately 
guide a hand to an object called ataxia is one. The intention 
tremor developed in carrying out a similar action represents 
another. 

A final comparison which it had been hoped would give 
some understanding of man's knowledge about himself is that 
of memory as it exists in these Giant Brains and in the human 
brain. 

There are several ways in which data is stored in the 
different types of computers. Punched tapes, electro magnetic 
tapes, magnetic drums, magnetic cores, specialized oscillo
graph tubes, mercury columns and vacuum tube circuits rep
resent some of the units which serve to register data, retain 
it and yet make it available for recall at any point in a se-
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quence of operations where it is required. From all of these 
units data can be erased with the exception of the punched 
tape which has a permanent pattern of data engraved upon 
it. In the vacuum tube circuit the pulse pattern circulates 
until such time as it is led out for further use. In man, about 
all that can really be said is that memory exists in the brain. 
Drawing an analogy from memory registration in machines 
some scientists such as Wiener have proposed that there are 
two classes of memory. One is called permanent memory. The 
other, known as circulating memories, are kept by the brain 
in an active state and as with those in the vacuum tube cir
cuits are capable of being recalled readily. Of course, where 
these circuits are located in the brain or where permanent 
memories are really stored, no one knows. 

Studies in this borderland of the sciences have brought 
some additional insight to man's knowledge of himself but as 
yet only to a limited extent. By this time even the mathema
ticians and engineers among you would not wish to exchange 
a brain created by man for one evolved out of nature's crea
tive genius. 

In closing, we might well be reminded of the remarks 
made by the physiologist Du Bois Reymond in his lecture 
on "The Limits of Science" in which he stated, "If our knowl
edge of all the phenomena in the material world were astro
nomical, i.e., if we knew the atomic movements with the same 
exactness as we know the orbits of the celestial bodies, this 
would be of small avail to us for understanding how con
sciousness arises. If we had this "astronomical" knowledge 
of everything that happens in our brains, then we might also 
follow every minute the changes, displacements and move
ments of the atoms with which a~y particular psychic phe
nomenon was inseparably associated. It would indeed be ex
tremely interesting, could we see the dance of carbon, hydro
gen, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, and the other atoms, which 
corresponds to a musical sensation, the whirl of atoms an
swering to the acme of sensual . pleasure, or the molecular 
storm which accompanies the raging pain in an injured tri
geminus. But how could this help us? It is true that we should 
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be convinced that consciousness is inseparably connected with 
atomic movements, but nowhere should we see it arise or be 
able to explain it as a purely mechanical outcome of these 
movements." 
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS 
As Amended to May 31, 1952 

ARTICLE I.-Objects. 
Section 1. The subscribers hereto associate themselves for the 

purpose of discussing, at stated times and in a social way, such 
topics as pertain to the welfare, culture and happiness of the 
people, particularly of our own locality, state or nation. No reso
lution shall ever be passed committing the club as a body to any 
proposition. 

ARTICLE 11.-Name and Membership. 
Section 1. This organization shall be known as THE EGYPTIANS, 

and shall consist of not more than thirty-three regular contributing 
members, who shall be citizens or residents of Shelby County, 
Tennessee, of recognized standing, ability and influence in the 
community, with other associates as provided in Section 2. 

Section 2. Honorary membership may be tendered only to 
non-resident persons distinguished in the walks of education, litera
ture, science or art; and such associates having no votes, shall be 
exempt from payment of all dues and assessments. 

Section 3. Any member may nominate an individual for mem
bership, submitting a brief statement of the candidate's qualifica
tions to the officers of the club. If by majority vote of the officers, 
the candidate is acceptable, the officers shall circularize these 
qualifications to the members of the club at least one week prior 
to the following meeting. A secret ballot shall be cast by mail, with 
the minimum number of affirmative votes for election equalling at 
least two-thirds of the total membership, and if not more than two 
adverse votes be cast by the members, it shall be the duty of the 
secretary to invite such person to become a member. 

ARTICLE ID-Officers. 
Section 1. The Officers of the club shall be a President, Vice

President and Secretary-Treasurer, each to be chosen by ballot at 
the last meeting in May, to serve one year, or until a successor shall 
be elected. 

Section 2. As a compensation for his services, the Secretary
Treasurer shall be exempt from the payment of all dues, charges 
and assessments. 



ARTICLE IV.-Meetings. 
Section 1. Regular meetings of the club shall be held at 6: 30 

p.m., the third Thursday in each month, between October 1st, and 
June 1st, beginning the third Thursday in October, except as pro
vided in Section 2. 

Section 2. The club may, at any session, change the date of a 
succeeding meeting, or the President, with reason therefor, may 
change the date of the next meeting or call a special meeting as 
may be required. 

Section 3. In the event of change or call for special meeting, as 
provided in Section 2, the President shall direct the Secretary to 
notify members thereof. 

Section 4. Any member who shall fail to attend at least three 
meetings during a season without excuse shall be conclusively 
presumed to have resigned and such implied resignation shall 
become effective without action of the club. He shall, however, 
be sent the publications of the club for the full period for which he 
has paid dues. 

Section 5. The time consumed by any paper shall not exceed 
thirty minutes and in the discussion which follows, no member 
shall speak more than once and not exceeding ten minutes, until all 
other members present shall have had the opportunity of speaking. 

ARTICLE V.-Dues and Assessments. 
Section 1. The annual dues shall be nine dollars and ninety 

cents, payable in advance, provided that a member admitted after 
February 1st shall be required to pay only one half the annual dues 
for the balance of the year. 

Section 2. A special assessment, if necessity arises, may be levied 
at any regular meeting by an affirmative vote of a majority of all 
the members of the club. 

Section 3. Failure to pay dues or assessments within sixty days of 
notice shall be considered as forfeit of membership. 

ARTICLE VI.-Quorum. 
Section 1. Eight members shall constitute a quorum for the 

transaction of business. 

ARTICLE VII.-Amendments. 
Section 1. This Constitution and By-Laws may be amended at 

any regular meeting, provided the proposed change has been an
nounced at the previous meeting and is adopted by an affirmative 
vote of a rna jority of those present ; and provided, that not less than 
eight affirmative votes shall be necessary. 

Section 2. Article II may be altered or amended only at the 
annual m eeting (last meeting in May), previous notice of proposed 
change having been given. 



ARTICLE Vlll.-Papers. 

Section 1. Any member of the club who shall fail to present a 
paper or deliver an address on the date assigned him, without an 
excuse that shall be satisfactory to the Officers, shall thereupon 
forfeit his membership. The Secretary shall give each member, to 
whom a paper or address is assigned, at least three months notice 
of the date assigned to such member. The subject of any paper or 
address shall be selected by the writer with the advice of the Of
ficers and the Secretary shall announce topics for discussion not 
less than two months in advance. 

Addendum. 

On January 10, 1922, the following rule was, on motion, unani
mously ,adopted and recorded: That out of town guests brought by 
members of the club be welcome; That members introducing guests 
who are residents of Memphis, be charged $2.00 (or such an 
amount as shall be determined from year to year) per meeting 
for each guest. 
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